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Project Appreciation

This Master Plan Report
documents the review of the
previous concepts for the Coast
Park Shared Use path between the
Brighton Surf Life Saving Club and
City of Marion boundary; Kingston
Park Reserve; adjacent car park
and linkages with the Brighton
Caravan Park.
It summarises key stakeholder
engagement activities undertaken
as part of the review and presents
an amended concept with details
behind the design intent and
rationale.
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Introduction

The Holdfast Bay Coast Park project has been ongoing
with the design and construction of shared pathways
along the coast from Glenelg North through to Seacliff.
The intent is for the path, when completed, to provide
a continuous 70 kilometre pathway from Sellicks
Beach in the south to North Haven in the north.
Precinct 7 of the Coast Park Figure 1 is a unique site
as it provides opportunities for the integration of the
Coast Park shared use path with both the Brighton
Caravan Park and the Kingston Park Coastal Reserve.
The Brighton Caravan Park and Kingston Park Reserve
are very much connected and the outcomes of one will
directly impact the other. This locality is a key parcel of
open space that includes visitor and tourism
accommodation, a unique and natural reserve and an
exquisite foreshore immediately abutting the caravan
park and reserve, not interrupted as much of the
metropolitan foreshore is, by an esplanade. Added to
this is the strong cultural heritage of the reserve in
particular the Tjilbruke Spring. Despite these fine
attributes, the reserve is in need of an upgrade.

In April 2011, Council endorsed the Draft Precinct 7
Concept Design for wider community and State
Agency Consultation. This concept however has not
yet been made available for wider agency and
community consultation, primarily as a Master Plan for
the Brighton Caravan Park site was yet to be
developed. The Master Plan for the Brighton Caravan
Park was adopted by Council in August 2014.
Since the Kingston Park Reserve Concept including
the Coast Park Shared Use Path was endorsed by
Council in 2011, the proposals for the site and its
surrounds have undergone many changes. The Sand
Transfer Infrastructure project by the State Government
has since been installed and both the Caravan Park
Master Plan concept and the civil engineering
construction drawings for the Coast Park Shared Use
Path were completed in 2014 (with part construction in
late 2014/early 2015).

Project Area
SLSC
Caravan Park
Existing Car Park
Kingston Park

An extensive engagement process was undertaken in
2010 / 2011 including engagement with the Kaurna
Nation Cultural Heritage Association (KNCHA) Working
Party. As a result of this engagement a Concept Plan
for the precinct was developed. The design sought to
both protect and enhance the Tjilbruke Spring site
through subtle design features and more obvious
allocations of areas for interpretative signage,
landscaping and artwork. The design was intended to
celebrate the cultural aspects of the landscape, both
traditional and contemporary.

Figure 1 | Project Area
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Approach and Methodology

This project essentially has three components.
Firstly to review the previous concept for the Coast
Park shared use path within this precinct and the
Kingston Park reserve that was endorsed by the City of
Holdfast Bay in 2011.
Secondly to develop a new concept based upon this
review.
Thirdly to provide an indicative cost estimate of the
concept, as well as a staging strategy and funding
opportunities for implementation.
The review of the previous concept involved two
components:
1. Desktop background review, which evaluated all
relevant studies, reports and concepts; and
2. A Comprehensive Engagement process with key
stakeholders.
As part of the review process a Consolidated Plan of
Precinct 7 was developed which layers all the concepts
and documentation that has been developed for this
precinct. This was done in order to highlight any
discrepancies. The main being the Coast Park Shared
Use Path continuing in a relatively straight line on the
latest construction drawings, compared to meandering
and veering slightly inland, forming linkages with the
existing paths on the original 2011 Concept.
Furthermore the car park that was removed from the
2011 concept plan remains a core element in both the
Caravan Park Master Plan and the latest construction
drawings of the Coast Park shared use path. The
location of the sand transfer infrastructure is only
expected to impact on the materiality of the Coast Park
Shared Use Path, i.e. the use of pavers in order to
access infrastructure. This plan provided a basis for
discussion throughout the Stakeholder engagement.

Consolidated Plan of Precinct 7
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Approach and Methodology

The stakeholder engagement was undertaken over
four workshops and one meeting:
•

Internal Stakeholder Workshop with City of
Holdfast Bay staff;

•

External Stakeholder Workshop with City of
Marion, key agencies, authorities and
organisations;

•

External Stakeholder Workshop with City of
Holdfast Bay Elected Members (CEO and Seacliff
Ward Councillors) and members of the Marino
Rocks Residents Association;

•

External Stakeholder Workshop with Kaurna
community members; and

•

One on one meeting with Brighton Caravan Park
management.

An indicative cost estimate of the concept was
developed by Quantity Surveyors Rider Levett
Bucknall. The full detail of which can be found in
Appendix A.
This document review will form the first stage of the
overall review of the 2010/2011 Urban Design concept
for Kingston Park. The concept will be evaluated
against this review, current Council, key stakeholder
and Kaurna Community policies, opinions and stances
during the second stage ‘Stakeholder Engagement’ of
the project.
The findings of this review and the stakeholder
engagement will then form the basis of the final review
of the previous concept plan and the development of a
consolidated and updated concept for Kingston Park.

A concept plan of the precinct was then developed
using information obtained during both the background
review and stakeholder engagement. This concept
was then sent to all stakeholders engaged with for their
feedback. A summary of this feedback can be found in
Appendix C.

Coast Park Consultation and Design Project North Brighton to
Seacliff Project, GHD and Hemisphere Design, 2011

The purpose of this project is to review the locality in its
entirety as it stands in 2015 and reassess the Kingston
Park concept that was developed in 2010/2011
against these changes.

Where possible the concept was amended to reflect
the feedback.
As not all feedback aligned, compromises were made
in order to develop a concept that best reflects the
desires and aspirations of most user groups, while
adhering to Council and State strategies, engineering,
building, cost and legislative constraints.
These compromises and limitations have been
documented within the Design Rationale section of
this Master Plan Report.
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Background Review

The desktop background review
formed the basis behind the
non-negotiables for the concept
and the discussion topics for the
Stakeholder engagement. It was
an important process due to the
extensive work that has been done
over the past ten years around this
precinct.
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Background Review

In order to understand the complexities of this site and
a Background Review was undertaken, This Review
has considered the following documents:
• City of Holdfast Bay Open Space and Public Realm
Strategy – The Strategy Report [1]
• City of Holdfast Bay Open Space and Public Realm
Strategy – Demand and Supply Analysis Report [2],
Suter Planners and Wax Design.
• Coast Park Consultation and Design Project North
Brighton to Seacliff Project, GHD and Hemisphere
Design, 2011

• Tjilbruke (Tjirbruki) Dreaming Tracks Project –
Towards a Management Framework, Hassell in
association with Steve Hemming, Vivienne Wood
and Rhondda Harris, 2002.
The following table summarises key elements relating
to Kingston Park Precinct 7 that were discovered as
part of this review process.

Kingston Park Cultural Landscape and Concept Framework –
Hemisphere Design, 2010

• Coast Park Precinct 6 and 7 Landscape
Schematics and Civil Construction Drawings, GHD,
2014
• Holdfast Bay Arts Corridor Masterplan, Tanya Court,
Craige Andre, Warwick Keates.
• Holdfast Bay Council Development Plan,
Consolidated 18 December 2014
• Kaurna Nation Cultural Heritage Association
Working Party Meeting with Council on Projects in
Holdfast Bay Minutes, May 2010, July 2010 and
October 2010
• Kingston Park Cultural Landscape and Concept
Framework – Hemisphere Design, 2010
• Kingston Park Urban Design Framework, URPS,
2004
• Proposed New Kingston Park Kiosk Schematic and
Summary Report, Environ Arc and Folland Panozzo
Architects, 2014
• Proposed Upgrades for Brighton Caravan Park,
Kingston Park, South Australia, Jared Poole Design,
2014
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

*For the purpose of this table the City of Holdfast Bay Open Space and Public Realm Strategy (The Strategy
Report [1]) and the City of Holdfast Bay Open Space and Public Realm Strategy Demand and Supply Analysis
Report [2] will be referred to as the “Open Space Strategy” or OSS
**Holdfast Bay Arts Corridor Master Plan will be referred to as the Arts Corridor Master Plan
***Kingston Park Urban Design Framework will be referred to as the Urban Design Framework

Issue / Interest

Notes

Zoning

The Caravan Park and car park are within the Caravan and Tourist Park Zone, and Kingston Park
Reserve is within the Coastal Open Space Zone.

Connected shared pathway - Connections with
existing Coast Park and existing Coast Park
concepts, connections between caravan park
and Coast Park.

Connecting the Coast Park path from the Surf Life Saving Club, along the Caravan Park frontage
(through into the Caravan Park), past the existing car park, along Kingston Park, before connecting
to the existing Marion Coast Park.
Need to work with Marion Council and Internal COHB assets team to determine connections.
Internal access points at Caravan Park.
Engineering constraints (structural and cost).
Suggestions were made during the original Coast Park CRG consultation that the Coast Park
could be a boardwalk in front of the caravan park however latest documentation and work
suggests path will be paved or concrete and travel on top of the dunes.
Ensure consistency (and suitability) of Caravan Park and Kingston Park Masterplans
Open Space Strategy highlights the following:
• importance of improving footpath connections across escarpment of the Kingston Park Reserve.
• increasing connection between foreshore, surf lifesaving club and caravan park that provides
amenity.
• making landscape corridors through caravan park that provide amenity, habitat value and storm
water connections across the area.
• reinforce and strengthen Coast Park connection.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Caravan Park

Issues regarding security - council considering fence.
Community concerns that the beach in front of the Caravan Park is essentially a private beach due to
accessibility.

Traffic Issues – speeding, pedestrian safety on
Strickland Avenue, vehicles entering caravan
park or parking in car park

No current data. Traffic speed is regulated by the road humps on Strickland Road.
Concerns regarding cyclists cutting through caravan park before heading up Strickland Road.
However, access through Caravan Park will be restricted once the Coast Park is completed.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Car parking

The car park between Kingston Park and the Caravan Park is a public car park; however visitors to
the Caravan Park utilise it due to lack of visitor car parking located within the caravan park. There is
no current data on vehicle numbers utilising the car park. However, the Urban Design Framework
noted that it is regularly at capacity during peak periods.
The car park could potentially be extended or reconfigured to accommodate more spaces. However,
this hasn’t been canvassed by Council at this point. Given that the informal overflow car park area
(currently dirt) immediately to the south of the existing car park area is to be reinstated as open space
in the revised plan, (essentially a prerequisite of the Kaurna people and the ACHM report due to the
cultural significance of the foreshore reserve, and as shown on the current 2011 concept plan). It
may not necessarily be out of the question to consider an extension/reconfiguration of the formalised
carpark (whilst returning the existing ‘dirt’ carpark to open space) as part of this review to update and
refresh the 2011 concept plan.
There is the risk that the Coast Park will impede on the car park.
The OSS recommends redesigning the car park to enable pedestrian access to foreshore – remove
vehicular dominance while maintaining the function of the boat ramp.
During the development of the Kingston Park Reserve Concept in 2011 the Kaurna Nation Cultural
Heritage Association Working Party were consulted. They were keen to see the relocation of the
caravan park car-park to improve beach access. Stuart Heseltine (Hemisphere Design) highlighted
the value of the southern car park as a place for parking and viewing the site from the slightly
elevated position. The car park could also provide an opportunity for a southern entry point into the
site with interpretative signage/sculpture a possibility – which also provide links with the Barton Gully
directly above the car park site.
The Urban Design Framework highlighted a concern that the car park is too close to the coastal
edge and that a car park audit should be undertaken to inform future car park planning and capacity
requirements for the precinct.
There is on-street parking along Burnham Road which caters for users of the southern open space
and tennis courts. The Urban Design Framework highlighted opportunities to reconfigure and
upgrade car parking bays along Strickland Road, Kingston Crescent and Burnham Road.

Location of the sand transfer infrastructure –
pipe and pumping station

The locations and consequential impacts will need to be considered as part of the design process.
The material of the Coast Park path will need to allow for access to pipeline infrastructure.
The design of the Coast Park path has the pipeline predominantly underneath the path.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Flooding

Sections of both the Kingston Reserve and the Caravan Park are subject to flood inundation and tidal
conditions; however WSUD projects proposed by Council and the design of infrastructure above the
king tide level are likely to mitigate these issues.

The Kingston Park Reserve is in need of an
upgrade.
The main issues are as follows:
• Rehabilitation of Tjilbruke Spring site
• Lack of shade in parts of the reserve (including
around the caravan park but particularly south
of the car park)
• Lack of defined pathways along the foreshore
• Poorly located and declining quality of picnic
and activity areas
• Need for defined pathways
• Car park dominance
• Kiosk not fulfilling potential
• Unused and poor quality tennis courts
The Urban Design Framework suggests that the
interface between the kiosk, car parking areas
(formal and informal), culturally sensitive areas
and the Coastal Zone are an issue.

The Open Space Strategy emphasises the importance of quality open space to compensate for the
lack of public open space. It also places importance on diverse open space types with a focus on
recreation, sport, events, physical activity, transport and nature.
The OSS also recommends the following with regards to Kingston Park:
• Establishing Kingston Park Costal Reserve as a quality nature based regional destination through
enhanced infrastructure, landscape, access and services (including commercial components such
as the café/kiosk) to cater for residents and visitors.
• Establishes Kingston Park as a high value recreation destination with a strong connection to the
natural environment and ‘low key’ development that supports residents and visitors.
• Kingston Park should have a strong connection with the environment including the ocean, nature
and heritage within the area. The reserve should be high quality and distinctive whilst maintaining
natural elements that contribute to the peaceful harmony of the site.
• Developing a Master plan that redesigns and upgrades the site, with focus on reduced dominance
of entrance and car parking and an enhanced connection between the reserve and the Caravan
Park.
The Master Plan should improve the area by:
• Defining pathway, improve footpath connections.
• Trees and shady landscape.
• Picnic settings.
• Viewing areas.
• Nature based play - could include removal of tennis courts.
• Upgrade and reposition café/kiosk.
• Increase connections between natural landscape area and Kingston House.
The Urban Design Framework suggests that there are opportunities to relocate and redevelop the
kiosk, reconfigure the area and improve the facilities, while at the same time achieving cultural
protection and interpretation. It also suggests retaining the open space at the southern end of
Kingston Park in order to balance out the intensive uses around the caravan park etc.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Discrepancies between original Kingston Park
Concept (2011) Design, the latest Caravan Park
Master Plan (2014), the latest civil engineering
construction drawings (2014) and the existing
site as it stands in 2015.

The Coast Park continues in a relatively straight line on the latest civil engineering construction
drawings; however the Kingston Park Concept Design has the Coast Park veering slightly inland,
forming linkages with the existing paths.
The previous Urban Design concept Plan for Kingston Park undertaken by Hemisphere Design and
GHD in 2011 removed the carpark between the reserve and the caravan park. This car park has
been included in both the Caravan Master Plan and the latest civil Coast Park documentation.

Existing amenities Open Space / Recreation and
layout within Kingston Park
(What should be retained and what can be
changed? What amenities should Kingston Park
provide?)
Existing playground targets smaller children.
Existing two tennis courts are of average quality,
would need some refurbishment.

The Open Space Strategy (OSS) identified that the community would like to see additional
consultation with residents regarding reserve improvements.
The OSS also highlighted the following with regards to amenity:
• The Engagement undertaken as part of the OSS highlighted the community’s desire for both the
Caravan Park and Kingston Reserve to be enhanced with foreshore lighting and improved walkway.
• Lack of a quality play space that caters for all users (children of all ages and both caravan park and
broader community users) – playgrounds need more equipment, need to be more exciting and
have a greater focus on older children e.g. funnel web, jumping pillow, skate park, water play
(although Council have recently confirmed that they would not encourage water play in this
location) and trampolines.
• School Aged Children engaged with during the OSS identified that they would like to see increased
outdoor activity opportunities such as – soccer goals, volleyball nets and skate facilities.
• Importance of providing parks and opportunities for activity and gatherings e.g. place to kick a ball
and play cricket and a place to read. Provide picnic settings, BBQ’s, shady trees etc.
• Kingston Park offers the potential to establish one good quality innovative play space that caters
for all users, potential for nature based characteristics.
• Would like to see the increase of parking and viewing areas that capitalise on aspects and
evaluation of the park.
• Recommends potential relocation of the playground to provide better connections with court
facilities and toilet (create greater separation from road edge).
• Recommends creating picnic areas that are integrated into the existing coastal landscape.
• Community’s desire for additional fitness parks with sports focus and activity opportunities,
including lower impact opportunities that cater for all age groups.
• Following recreation activities for children, young people and families for the Council area the
following may be suitable within Kingston Park:
• Community multi-use courts that support both tennis and other ball games.
• Dog Park (reflected in community engagement).
• Handball and volleyball.
• Soccer goals.
• Community gardens.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes
• Community love tennis courts, but so many already in the area (24 courts). The Open Space
Strategy (OSS) suggests removing tennis courts due to provision at Kingston House and the
Council area already supporting 24 public use courts. The removal of the courts may also result in
the potential to enhance the natural character of the reserve. However, the OSS contradicts itself
by also recommending maintaining court facilities, this highlights the complexity in this decision.
The Kaurna Nation Cultural Heritage Association Working Party were consulted during the
development of the Kingston Park Reserve Concept Plan and were supportive of the recreational
node to be located in the area south of the Spring site. Noting the importance of encouraging health,
wellbeing and vitality and that there are perceived healing properties of the spring that can link up
with these types of uses.
It was also noted that the design incorporates terraced viewing areas and larger grassed areas and
that it was intended that this space will be more traditional and intentionally separated away from the
more reflective and culturally sensitive parts of the precinct to not only show respect, but also as a
means for leading Caravan Park users through the park to the southern end.

Kiosk

Community very passionate about this kiosk – love the current location.
Current building does not meet building access and safety standards.
Current location of Kiosk is on SA Water easement.
The OSS engagement process highlighted that the community would like to see the Kiosk open for
longer hours in summer. It also recommends redeveloping the kiosk with outdoor dining areas and
toilet facilities.
Employment opportunities for Kaurna Community.
Kiosk could be enhanced (OSS).
Feasibility Study developed some Architectural Concepts and Drawings for the Kiosk, features
include:
• Existing Kiosk and seating demolished.
• 40 person undercover seating.
• 20 person alfresco dining.
• Existing Pump Station screened.
• 2 x unisex disability access toilets.
• Kitchen.
• Office and Store.
• Kiosk Servery.
• Secure external storage area.
• Links to the Tjilbruke Trail.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Interpretive Centre

Council and Kaurna Community keen to have a Cultural Interpretive Centre within Kingston Park.
Kaurna Interpretive Centre was included as part of kiosk drawings; however appears very small.
Employment opportunities for Kaurna Community.
The Feasibility Study 2014 identified the development of an interpretive centre and an undercover
gathering space located adjacent (south) the kiosk.
During the development of the Kingston Park Reserve Concept in 2011 the Kaurna Nation Cultural
Heritage Association Working Party were consulted and they acknowledged the possibility of kiosk
retention and conversion to an interpretative centre (which was the catalyst for allocation of space
around the kiosk on southern and northern sides including areas for education by way of an terraced
type grassed amphitheatre):
• Opportunities for artwork and sculpture with elements and ideas taken from the existing
Warriparinga Cultural Centre Marion.
• Protection of views through to the ocean balanced against a desire to retain some wind breaks.
• Landscaping to the south of the Kiosk area.
• Allowances for the dressing up and screening of the SA Water pumping station and paved areas
doubling as access to the station when required.

Toilet Facilities

Current amenities are poorly located and in bad condition.
The desire for improved public toilets was a common theme through the engagement findings of the
OSS.
The OSS recommends maintaining toilets and upgrading as required.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Entry statements, interpretive signage, nodal
points, ‘end of journey’ features

What should they look like? Where should they be located?
Picture indicates a potential location for Entry Statement/End of Journey Feature.
There was mention of Jason Tyndall’s ecological signage project back during the original Coast Park
engagement in 2010.
The engagement process during the Open Space Strategy highlighted the importance the
community places on art works and sculpture in public places.
Opportunities for Public Art (Strategic Plan highlights importance of public art) – as outlined in the Arts
Corridor Master Plan public consultation is critical in this.
Kington Park is located within the Artscape Corridor – the Masterplan recommends the following:
• Large scale installation.
• Budget of $250,000 +.
• High degree of complexity.
• Nature focus.
Interestingly the Kaurna cultural element does not seem to be referred to with relevance to Kingston
Park – perhaps an error on the drawing?
Potential to utilise the following public artwork commissioning programmes:
• Roam – artwork that is non-geographically specific.
• Infra_Art – use of multidisciplinary teams to respond the urban conditions and infrastructure
demands (e.g. lighting on King Street Bridge).

Beach access

Where should these access points be located?
The OSS highlighted the importance of beach access for people with a disability.
OSS suggests that Kingston Park should have a strong connection with the environment including
the ocean.

Existing Vegetation and trees
With the exception of the beaches and coastline,
the City of Holdfast Bay has limited natural areas
and this increases the value of those natural
areas that do exist. Kingston Park’s existing
vegetation is of poor quality, with much of the
native vegetation being replaced by weeds.
Rehabilitate coastal reserve, without disturbing
cultural element.

What should be retained and what can go?
The engagement undertaken as part of the OSS highlighted the importance the community places
on landscaping, shade and trees – particularly linked to seating.
The OSS would like to see the following with regards to vegetation and trees:
• An increase in native landscape and ecological value of the Kingston Park escarpment.
• Native Vegetation that is consistent with the coastal environment should be integrated within open
space and streetscapes to increase habitat value, environmental resilience and biodiversity.
• Rejuvenate and expand the natural features of the Kingston Park Coastal Reserve through the
integration of the Pine Gully land and regeneration of the site through indigenous plantings and
weed management.
• Potential works focus – undertake ongoing weed management and revegetation.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Tjilbruke Spring Site
• Cultural Heritage
• Rehabilitation

The Tjilbruke Dreaming Tracks Project report highlights the importance of this site to the Kaurna
people and their involvement and participation in developing any concepts, it goes on to suggest that
this site could have sustainable economic and environmental outcomes for both the locality and the
Kaurna Community. The report also discusses how there is some ongoing debate as to whether the
Kaurna Tjilbruke Dreaming should be shared with non-indigenous people.
Issues relating to archaeological artefacts and other indigenous heritage issues that may be
potentially impacted.
Opportunities to enhance Indigenous and European heritage interpretation and protection of
culturally sensitive areas. Consider design parameters to both protect and enhance the Tjilbruke
Spring Site including the identification of areas for interpretive signage, landscaping and Artwork.
There are many ‘Known’ sites in this area.
Flow interrupted by newly built coastal rock wall.
Appears to be in need of rehabilitation.
The OSS suggests that Kingston Park should have strong connection with the environment including
nature and heritage within the area.
Key Cultural Elements of the Kingston Park “Tjilbruke” Site:
• Kingston Park is dear to many, a site where marriage took place and blessed with fertility.
• Tjilbruke track begins at Warriparinga.
• As Tjilbruke pursued the killers of his murdered nephew he wept, and the tears formed the seven
springs along the Fleurieu Peninsula.
• Kingston Park spring known as Tulukudank is the site where Tjilbruke brings the smoked body of
his nephew for an inquest into his death.
• The spirit of the ancestors lay in the spring lagoon alongside the sacred men’s site.
• Men’s site – women are not permitted to enter or even speak of Men’s business.
• The Monument of Tjilbruke is a place of rest.
• Caravan Park could be seen as symbolic of the camping that was a Kaurna family past time
(though Kaurna feel cabins are inappropriate.
• Cliff Face retains 76 Indigenous plant species.
• The landscape of Kingston Park was described in the Urban Design Framework as a “layering of
cultures” there is a sense that the more natural landscape is reaching out and lightly touching the
sea.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes
The Tjilbruke is not a linear narration but a thread which weaves its way through the contextual
landscape. It is not just about a west-east connection.
During the development of the Kingston Park Reserve Concept in 2011 the Kaurna Nation Cultural
Heritage Association Working Party were consulted and the following was agreed upon during the
three sessions from May through to October:
• Design includes an expansion of the land dedicated to the springs.
• Kaurna were keen to see wetland environment created around the Spring to show how water
would meander out to sea.
• Kaurna keen to see interpretation to express the story of the Spring; design should be kept simple
and educational.
• Concerns with increased visitation to the site.
• Shared use path close to foreshore and away from Spring.
• Material of the shared path through this section should be in keeping with the nature of the land.
• Opportunities for murals conveying Kaurna culture (emus and fish traps) on screening of the SA
Water pump house.
• Sculpture to explain story of Tjilbruke.
• Focus on flora and fauna e.g. frogs and fish within the site.
• Bridge over the Spring.
• Kaurna suggested design could be orientated around water concept.
• The design relies on shallow basins to disperse the water over a larger distance than it is currently
and possibly ‘charge’ the springs in summer to avoid dry beds that may not be as aesthetically
pleasing
• Included within the concept are gentle embankment areas with room for planting and general
maintenance (including native reed planting, etc.)
• The purpose of this design is to reclaim the Spring area, providing a greater level of exposure and
room for viewing/appreciation.
• It is also about formalising the historical seepage path of the springs through to the sea.
• Some concerns were raised with respect to this proposal, particularly concerning the volume of
water that the springs produce and with regards to the negative impact any loss of the depth of
the current pool would have a on the habitat/ecosystems that the spring currently sustains.
• A Kaurna representative added that as part of the Dreaming stories associated with the site is that
of an emu who will dig a hole in the sand to find fresh water.
• As such, it was discussed and agreed that the design should be amended to include a series of
pools with the deeper (existing) pool feeding into the subservient pools.
• A representation of the water holes dug by the emus and a means for formalising and expanding
the existing spring pool to achieve the greater level of exposure and ensure that public exposure is
kept to the separate ‘dryer’ pools and the deeper pool is left more protected.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes
• The concept should be complemented with interpretative signage with ideas and elements taken
from the Old Carter House site, etc.
• Consequently it was resolved that the design would consider integration of these aspects and as
the project progresses, these more detailed ‘stories’ will be superimposed on the general concept.
• Later discussion was had with respect to incorporating ledges between the pools of the springs
and stones are also important – but not in the form of large boulders.
• Want to avoid a dust bowl in summer and need a clear defined space.

Conflicts between Kaurna Community and
Ramindjeri Community

Ramindjeri feel they should be consulted on this project as they have cultural connections with the site.
Kaurna dispute this and a recent court case has refuted Ramindjeri claims.
The Tjilbruke Dreaming Tracks Project report notes a meeting held with members of the Ramindjeri
(including Karno Walker). Karno Walker identified himself as a traditional owner for the Ramindjeri
people and that their land stretches from the Murray Mouth to Port Adelaide (a map showing these
boundaries was shown). He made the point that the Tjilbriuke is a Ramindjeri Dreaming and that it
was his recommendation that the Ramindjeri should guide the Tjilbruke Dreaming Tracks Project. The
report also notes that there is a major ongoing dispute concerning Ramindjeri cultural issues,
questions of authority to speak, and the issue of ‘boundaries’, however it was not the role of the
project to resolve these issues.

Yurlowirra Garden interpretive lookout

How will this be connected to Kingston Park?
The OSS suggests reinforce connections between natural landscape areas and historic context of
Kingston House.
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Background Review

Key Elements of Coast Park Precinct 7 Kingston Park

Issue / Interest

Notes

Tourism - Kingston Park and the Brighton
Caravan Park and Holiday Village are
considered a major tourism location

Key elements include caravan park, views, kiosk, natural setting and beach connections – no road
dividing the parks with the beach.
Reserve character is unique.

Caretaker or Cleaners Cottage

Kaurna would like to utilise this space potentially as a meeting room.
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Background Review

This review considered the most relevant available
information regarding the improvement of Kingston
Park Reserve and the development of the Coast Park
shared use path that will traverse the site along the
foreshore.
The following issues regarding the current state of the
Kingston Park reserve presented themselves
continuously through the documentation examined:
•

The cultural significance of the site for the Kaurna
Community.

•

The need to rehabilitate the Tjilbruke Spring both
from a cultural perspective and environmental.

•

Condition and poor locations of existing amenities
– toilets, playground, picnic facilities, tennis courts.

•

Car Parking, the visual dominance of the existing
car park and its lack of capacity during significant
events and the issue regarding the overflow car
park located on culturally significant land.

•

Poor quality of existing vegetation, lack of shade in
parts of the reserve (including around the caravan
park but particularly south of the car park).

•

Lack of defined pathways along the foreshore.

•

Need for defined pathways (importance of Coast
Park shared use path).

•

Kiosk not fulfilling potential.

•

Connections with the Coast Park shared use path,
Caravan Park and Yurlowirra Garden.

This review has highlighted that while the Urban Design
concept developed for Kingston Park Reserve by
Hemisphere Design and GHD in 2010/2011
considered most of these factors, it is now mostly
outdated as a result of recent work undertaken and

Key Findings

other plans undertaken independent of each other.
Accordingly, the current plans needs to be reviewed to
ensure the most appropriate and best design outcome
for the area, considering the Caravan Park Master
Plan, the current location of the proposed Coast Park
shared use path as per the latest civil engineering
construction drawings, the completion of the sand
transfer infrastructure project and the findings of the
Open Space Strategy.

View of Kingston Park from Monument Car Park

The key elements that will need to be revisited are:
•

The location of the Coast Park shared use path –
the latest construction drawings depict the shared
use path travelling in a straight line along the
foreshore compared to the original concept which
depicted the path meandering and veering slightly
inland, forming linkages with the existing paths
(this alignment was chosen to minimise the impact
on the spring and overflow informal carpark area
which has both have cultural significance).

•

The car park – The 2010/2011 Urban Design
concept removed the car park altogether.
However, the car park remains a core element in
both the Caravan Park Master Plan and the latest
construction drawings of the Coast Park shared
use path. If anything the document review
highlights that more car parking is needed.

•

Aligning the activity nodes and play space with the
findings of the Open Space Strategy.

•

The size, orientation and layout of the kiosk.
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Tjilbruke Spring and existing overflow car park
Source: Hemishphere Design 2010
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Stakeholder
Engagement Summaries

The Background review
uncovered a number of factors
that then needed to be examined
further. This was done through
engagement with key stakeholders,
over 4 workshops and one
meeting. The key areas of interest
uncovered during the background
review then formed the agenda for
each of the workshops, tailored
around the attendants interests
and expertise.
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Internal City of Holdfast Bay Staff Workshop

Attendees
Name

Title/Position

Mike Hemus

Coast and Biodiversity

Chris Dunn

Transport and Civil (GHD)

Rob De Zeeuw

Strategic Planner and Project
Manager

Mark Separovic

Principal Urban Designer (GHD)

Guinevere Flavel

Planner / Urban Designer (GHD)

Ian McGregor

Manager Asset Systems

John Perkins

Project Manager

Kelly Harding

Manager, Community Development

Jenni Reynolds

Arts and Cultural Officer

Mathew Walsh

Building and Facilities

Justin Hensgen

Senior Policy Planner

Pam Andritsakis

Manager Traffic and Transport

David O

Manager Infrastructure

Anthony Ford

Manager Open Space

Connections with Coast Park at Surf Life Saving Club
• Café in front of SLSC
• Matthew Walsh (Building and Facilities) said that this would not occur anytime
in the near future as chose not to get kiosk lease with Council,
• Council need to be mindful of amount of kiosk leases in the area.
• John Perkins (Coast Park Project Manager) – commented that he thought the
SLSC were keen to pave and put seating in the area in front of glass doors.
• Resolution is that the design of the SLSC allows for expansion, however it is
unlikely to occur at this time.

Wednesday March 25 2015 (10am – 1pm) COHB
Brighton Office - Kingston Room

• Erosion issues causing limitations with the grade of
the Coast Park shared use path.

Coast Park from Surf Lifesaving Club to
Kingston Park car park

• Existing Coast Park is working.

• Coast Protection Board installed fencing to protect
people damaging recent re-vegetation work on
sand dunes, however this is not an issue for Coast
Park path.

• Public Toilets
• Council have a goal of a W/C on the coast every
500 metres.
• Need for public toilets located immediately south
of the Surf Life Saving Club, located outside of
caravan park as needs to be accessible by
general public and Caravan Park private land.
• Then another W/C located near play space area
in reserve.
• Storm surge issues.
• “Heritage” bridge – not heritage listed item – but
regarded as important.
• Issue of traversing the stormwater exit for Pine Gully
• Current Coast Park shared use path design has
path travelling in a straight line over stormwater
drain and then continuing over sand dunes.
• A Replas bridge is an option - can take light
weight vehicle, needs to be 4 metres wide)

• Coast Park shared use path construction drawings
have Coast Park path continuing on RHS of trees
– existing trees can remain and provide a buffer to
Caravan Park, however as this vegetation is not
significant could be replaced with other vegetation.
• Coast Park shared use path construction drawings
have accommodated for sand transfer pipeline, and
existing checker plates.
• Beach access and sand dunes:
• Formalise existing beach access points.
• Stormwater drain in line with northern access
point, huge flow erodes out access way, this
won’t be an issue in the future as a result of
WSUD work occurring within the caravan park.
• Don’t create new access points (environmental
impacts, if damage dunes, will lose CP
infrastructure)
• Mike Hemus (Coast and Biodiversity) has
advised that he will not put in any more
vegetation on the dunes, until these beach
access points are formalised.
• Dunes are trans locational and need to be
protected:
• Important to fence of the coast park and beach
access points through this section to stop
people stepping off and into the dunes.
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•

•

•
•

• Fencing could be grey post with stainless steel
rail.
Caravan Park access
• Issues regarding a compacted disabled access
path and the gradient leading up from the
Caravan Park to the Coast Park path.
• Ideal to have caravan park access points in line
with beach access points.
Disabled Access
• Where should these be located?
• How many disabled access points? Probably just
one
• Area in front of car park is a logical location.
• However sand in front of car park turns into rock
during the winter months therefore all stairs and
ramps in winter get washed away.
• Use ramp like at Seacliff.
• Good to have disabled access in front of caravan
park but gradient an issue.
• Disabled access will need adequate lighting,
however may be an issue with caravan park
users, glow in the dark path to resolve lighting
issue.
• Suggested that perhaps don’t have answer to
lighting issue at this point, however would be
valuable to lay a conduit along the path so
lighting could be added at a later stage,
otherwise could always use solar.
Important to have bins, showers, fountains etc.
along the path.
Noted that there is already a shower in front of the
SLSC and in front of the car park.

Wednesday March 25 2015 (10am – 1pm) COHB
Brighton Office - Kingston Room

Car park and Strickland Road

Kiosk and Interpretive Centre

• How do we treat coast park travelling through the
car park.

• The Kaurna would like to run the kiosk as an economic and employment
generator.

• Kaurna keen for overflow car park to be reinstated
to park.

• However, when this happened in Marion Council, the kiosk fell over. A better
alternative is to out source the kiosk.

• Boulders in overflow car park were placed there by
council to stop vehicles driving over spring.

• COHB unlikely to fund kiosk, therefore likely a land lease.

• Concerns over capacity of car park if Kingston Park
becomes a regional play space and cultural hub as
outlined in the Open Space Strategy.
• Caravan Park visitors currently use car park
despite it being a public car park.
• Potential to provide additional car parking at the
southern end of the reserve on Burnham Road.
• Issues regarding the State Government not
supporting additional car parking.
• Potential to make car park timed to ensure
turnover of spaces – however Kingston Park
gets used for picnics and weddings etc. that
sometimes require longer parking.
• Suggest reconfigure car park, but leave in same
orientation:
• Must cater for buses
• Look for options for added parking.
• Issue with Cyclists cutting through Caravan Park
and up through Strickland Road, as currently the
Coast Park path ends. Once the path is completed,
the access for the cyclists will be closed.

• The Kaurna would also like to run an Interpretive centre again for employment
and economic benefits:
• However there is already an Interpretive Centre at Warriparinga, this centre
would really need to be an off shoot of Warriparinga limited to a static display
and a small training room/meeting space.
• It was raised that the Cleaners Cottage could be an interpretive centre,
however this site has access issues and is very run down, probably best to
leave it empty and eventually demolish it (Mathew Walsh). Furthermore it is
actually on Caravan Park land.
• Kingston House was also flagged as a potential location.
• Interpretive centre would need to be funded by COHB, therefore a modest set
up is probably more feasible and practical.
• Location of kiosk greatly restricted by the SA Water easement:
• Current kiosk located on easement.
• SA Water will only allow paving and outdoor seating to occur within easement.
• Move kiosk to the south to avoid the easement.
• Restricted by car park, and can’t move car park to the north as there are
registered Aboriginal sites located in that section of the Caravan Park.

Kingston Park Reserve
• OSS budgeted $2-$3 million for Kingston Park Reserve Upgrade.
• Likely will need to be staged
• However, funding is likely to be approved.
• Coast Park shared use path is a different project.
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• Recent Coast Park shared use path construction
drawings have path travelling in straight line as
opposed to meandering.

use the path to tell their Dreamtime story of
Tjilbruke.
• Coast Protection Board is keen for the Coast
Park shared use path to be built close to the
rock wall.

• This may result in issues regarding cyclists
getting up speed on straight path.
• Mike Hemus (Coast and Biodiversity) advised that
the non-indigenous weedy trees located near spring
could be removed. Kaurna would be supportive of
this also.
• Tjulbruke Spring:
• Needs rehabilitation

• Path will need to be a paver (could be an
exposed aggregate paver as the path will be on
top of the sand transfer pipeline easement.
• Council keen to remove tennis courts due to
condition and oversupply in the area.
• Alternatives may include a multipurpose court or
rage cage that accommodates activities such as
Netball, Basketball,

• Weeds replaced with indigenous landscaping
and planting
• Kaurna interpretive signage and artwork.
• Kaurna may wish to include a pathway (offshoot)
closer to the spring.
• Kaurna supportive of Coast Park, spring
rejuvenation, interpretive signage and small bridge
over spring.

• Prefer that this is not a standard rage cage (with
black cage).

Wednesday March 25 2015 (10am – 1pm) COHB
Brighton Office - Kingston Room

• Keep quality existing vegetation and trees, get rid of weedy vegetation.
• Southern end needs to provide vehicle access (paths at least 4 metres wide) for
maintenance vehicles.
• Entry statement at either ends of reserve.
• The Reserve will need lighting in line with CPTED principles.

Kingston Park Reserve to City of Marion Council Boundary
• Council boundary is the SA Power Networks transformer box.
• There is a beach access point in this section.
• The City of Marion has not completed their section of the Coast Park but they
intend on design/construction during the 2015/16 financial year.
• Paving materials will need to marry up or be complimentary and link in with
Marion’s Coast Park path material.

Existing Tennis Courts in Kinsgton Park Reserve

• Want Kingston Park and its amenities to have a
natural feel, like Hazelwood Park, Orphanage Park
or Bonython Park.
• Want to see the new playground removed (and
relocated somewhere else in the Council area) as
not in keeping with natural theme of the reserve.

• NRM board keen to assist with rejuvenation of
Spring.

• No water play

• Coast Park Shared Use Path from Car Park to The
City of Marion Council Boundary:

• No shade structures over playground – keep
existing trees.

• The Coast Park will need to travel in a straight
line from the car park to just past the spring in
order to not interfere with the spring.

• No fencing
• Cater for ages 0 through to teenager.

• Council would like to see the path as a different
treatment in front of the Kingston Park Reserve,
use more natural colours or colours used often in
Kaurna artwork, potentially an exposed
aggregate, opportunities to liaise with Kaurna,

• The community engagement will be critical for
determining what play space items are needed.
• Existing toilets are run down and in a poor location
from a CPTED perspective.
• Need BBQ Shelters.
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External Stakeholder Workshop

Session 1 - Agencies, Authorities and Organisations
Wednesday April 15 2015 (9am – 12.30pm) GHD Offices, Adelaide CBD

Attendees
Title/Position

Caravan Park – Alistair Mitchell form Free Spirit
Resorts.

Name

Representing

Alistair Mitchell (via telephone hook up)

Free Spirit Resort & Holiday Park

Greg Smyth

Seacliff Surf Life Saving Club

David Shaw

Seacliff Surf Life Saving Club

Victor Pisaniello

SA Water

David Usher

SA Water

Acting Technical Service Coordinator
- Metro

• CP operator unaware of coastal walkway, but pleased when
found out.

Peter Field

SA Water

Major Developer Proposal Officer

Tim Bartholomaeus (apology)

SA Water

Lead Asset Planner

• CP guests love beachfront – at times there can be 150 people
sitting on deck chairs on the dunes.

Alison Collins (for Matthew Lang)

Planning Division Department of
Planning, Transport and Infrastructure

Planner

• Suggestion of incorporating seating areas/nodes into coastal
pathway.

Mark Griffin

City of Marion

Unit Manager Engineering Services

George Hadji

Coast and River Murray Unit
Department of Environment, Water
and Natural Resources

• Currently there are 6 access points, CP management happy to
rationalise to 3 as long as match up with access points to CP.

Coastal Engineer

Robert de Zeeuw

COHB

Project Manager

John Perkins

COHB

Project Manager Coast Park
Implementation

Mat Walsh

COHB

Buildings Coordinator

Chris Dunn

GHD

Manager, Transportation and Civil
Engineering

Mark Separovic

GHD

Principal Urban Designer

Guinevere Flavel

GHD

Planner / Urban Designer

• Caravan Park (CP) managed by Alistair Mitchell form Free Spirit
Resorts.
• Aboriginal burial sites within CP near large pine tree, CP Master
Plan intends for there to be a reflection zone in this location.

• There is not currently disabled access point, however CP
management would welcome one and think it would best be
located at the southern end, near amenity block, would need to
be mindful not to run access through a site.
• CP management intend to fence off the site with Colourbond
pool fencing (4 metres in some parts), in order to stop access
into the site from the general public and to protect assets.
• CP has become a real thoroughfare with the general public
walking through.
• CP management would not like to see the path any wider than 3
metres so that it does not encroach on any site areas,
particularly the premium powered sites to the southern end of
the site.
• Would like to see a boardwalk rather than paving or concrete,
but understands the financial implications of that.
• The adjacent car park acts as a run off areas for the CP at peak
times when there are line ups for people checking in. On busy
days there can be up to 90 cars checking and checking out.
Consequently CP management would not like to see the car
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park get any smaller, as this is likely to result in a ‘bottle neck’ situation.
• Sometimes the congestion is so bad it blocks access to the car park.
• CP may reconfigure the check in lanes, to allow for 3 lots of vans at any given
time, this would require removing some lawn areas and moving the boom
gates.
• There were issues regarding vehicles speeding down Strickland Avenue – CP
management installed speed bumps and this has reduced the problem.
• Would like to see a walkway from the monument across the road.

DEWNR
• DEWNR – main interest is in the sand transfer pipeline and retaining access to
it.
• Sand drift onto path to be considered – maintenance issues as likely will need
to be continuously swept.
• Ensure that pipeline not damaged during construction of path.
• Erosion issues – seawall height should be 4.2 metres in order to stop flooding,
except in front of SLSC.
• Stormwater south of Surf Life Saving Club (next to stone wall) needs to be
resolved.

Session 1 - Agencies, Authorities and Organisations
Wednesday April 15 2015 (9am – 12.30pm) GHD Offices, Adelaide CBD

toilets to go in to the north of their club, as opposed to immediately south of the stone wall. However Mat Walsh
COHB pointed out that there are maintenance and cost implications with having it to the north of the club on
the western side of the path and there are community issues with having it to the north of the club on the
eastern side within the car park.
• The SLSC advised that there public café is open in the mornings Thursdays through to Saturday and all day
Sunday. Looking to extend hours during school holidays.
• The SLSC have economic allocation in their business plan for extension of café., however no plans to expand at
this point in time.
• Café is upstairs with some chairs downstairs to allow for people with their dogs.
• Liquor licence covers paved area downstairs.
• Yacht Club has a bar that is open in the evenings in summer.
• Car park north of the Yacht Club is a major attractor; however car parking is an issue in this area.

SA Water Easement and Infrastructure
• SA Water easement is significant as all deep sewers pump into that pump station, it is the low point in the
district.
• Increase in pressure on pipeline (as more development occurs in the area) increases the chances of a rupture.
The result of which is serious from environmental, health and structural perspective. Infrastructure is ageing,
therefore there is a likelihood that this could occur.
• Need a 7 metre exclusion from pressure main, reinforced concrete main

Surf Life Saving Club
• Club is happy with the current ramp.
• When the path goes in, if it makes the ramp any steeper than that would
probably be an issue.
• South of SLSC stormwater outlet cuts into head.
• SLSC are looking to put geo tech bags in front of grass wash down area on
southern end of clubrooms, and when path goes in

• Consequently SA Water need free uninterrupted access to their easement. Need enough room for a 30 tonne
excavator to be able to access.
• Current kiosk not too much in the way, however if it was expanded or reconfigured it most likely would be.
• SA Water happy to allow building right up to easement line, need to confirm width of easement.
• Current infrastructure includes:
• 100 m Asbestos line

• Rockwall will help stabilise ramp in front of SLSC and Yacht Club

• 225 m portion that has been sleeved,

• Club has noticed an increase in foot traffic since the path got put in.

• Portion that is still in original earthenware

• General consensus that there is a demand for public toilets within the vicinity of
the SLSC, Council keen to have no more than 750 metres between amenities.
SLSC would like to see some public toilet facilities near their club as have
issues with general public going upstairs to use their facilities. Would prefer the

• 150 m pressured pumping main.
• SA Water advised that Pumping Station cannot be relocated, however, they are happy for it to be screened (not
fussed re aesthetics), however must be demountable to allow access at all times.
• When asked if there were any plans to realign the pipe , or changes to building within the easement, SA Water
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Session 1 - Agencies, Authorities and Organisations
Wednesday April 15 2015 (9am – 12.30pm) GHD Offices, Adelaide CBD

advised that this won’t ever change, if anything there is a good chance that the infrastructure will be extended
and the easement increased, as demand in the area increases as a result of the additional load due to
densification.

Marion Council Coast Park path

• A sewer pipeline runs though the caravan park, consequently there are restrictions regarding permanent vans
and cabins over the easement. SA Water may permit encroachment into the easement, however whatever
encroachment would need to be able to be moved quickly and with ease. (it should be noted that this is
actually outside the scope of this study).
• SA Water will advise if they have plans to move, expand or upgrade any infrastructure.

Section of Coast Park in front of Caravan Park –Fencing and Beach Access
• Caravan Park management is keen for a high pool fence, Allison Collins on behalf of the Planning Division
expressed that they would most likely have concerns with such fencing, and that a lower, less obtrusive
fencing type would be more appropriate.
• Currently 6 beach access points in front of caravan park, all parties happy for this to be consolidated to 3,
keen to not disturb vegetation and link the access points from caravan park through to beach.

Connections with Marion Council Coast Park path
• Marion Council have set aside money in next year’s budget to finish this section of Coast Park. However
construction still likely to be between 18 months to 2 years.
• There are currently permapine posts around SA Power Networks box to stop people from parking on the wide
footpath.
• Marion will construct a 3 metre wide Coast Park Path to coincide with COHB
• Marion Council is planning a walking trail from Marino Rocks Station through to just near the SA Power
Networks box (but finishing on the other side of the road.)
• Marion would welcome a node at the Power box, so the different paving types can merge.
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Session 2 - Elected Members and Marino Residents Association
Tuesday April 21 2015 (9am – 11am) COHB Brighton Office - Kingston
Room

Name

Representing

Title/Position

Des Decean

Marion Residents Association

President

David Bagshaw

Marion Residents Association

Committee Member

Stephen Patterson

COHB

Mayor

Lynda Yates

Seacliff Ward - COHB

Councillor

Susan Lonie

Seacliff Ward - COHB

Councillor

Annette Bradshaw (apology)

Seacliff Ward - COHB

Councillor

Trish Auckett

COHB

Manager Organisational Sustainability

Robert de Zeeuw

COHB

Project Manager

Mark Separovic

GHD

Principal Urban Designer

Guinevere Flavel

GHD

Planner / Urban Designer

Birgit Porter

GHD

Senior Stakeholder Engagement
Consultant

Connections with Coast Park and Surf Life Saving Club
• Need to come to an agreement with the SLSC re public toilets, COHB understanding that as part of their lease
agreement SLSC is to provide publicly accessible toilets (COHB owns building). However SLSC not keen and
not open every day.
• Having public toilets located on the ground level of the clubrooms may be a good option as all set up with
plumbing. Or just south of clubrooms.
• Locating an Exeloo on the western side of coast park path on foreshore would create maintenance issues.
• Locating toilets within car park north of SLSC would result in loss of car parks in an already very utilised car
park, as well as concerns from residents. There would also most likely be traffic issues.

Section of Coast Park in front of Caravan Park, Connections with Caravan Park
• Councillors and Marino Residents Association keen for boardwalk rather than paving or aggregate, due to
wanting to be sympathetic and respectful of the dune system, however once they were shown how
compacted the current walking path is there concerns re the dunes were lifted, still would prefer boardwalk.

However, understand the cost implications of that. Compromise is to incorporate
boardwalk nodes off the path to incorporate seating nodes.
• Concerns re 3 metre wide path width, however, it was explained that this is a
safety requirement as it will be a shared path with cyclists.
• Important to keep people from wandering off Coast Park path, particularly along
section in front of the Caravan Park.
• Concerns regarding proximity of caravan parks and coast park path, however
swimming pool within caravan park unlikely to go ahead, consequently will be an
opportunity to move the southern caravan parks east.

Car Park
• It was raised that there are burial sites within the caravan park, car park is
constrained as a result of the burial sites located immediately to the north under
the pine trees.
• Suggestion that caravan park visitor car parking to be incorporated into caravan
park, however it was also explained that the caravan park site does not have any
room to provide parking.

Kiosk, Interpretive Centre and SA Water Easement
• Group was advised that as a result of talks with SA Water, the kiosk cant remain
in same location and be expanded.
• Could the old cottage become the Kiosk?
• Doesn’t look over the spring.
• 1960s building that would need to be demolished and a new building built,
which would be expensive.
• The kiosk could be renovated provided it stayed on the exact same footprint.
• However, in the long term (Big picture)_ want to see an interpretive centre
incorporated and it would be good if the kiosk was a bit bigger.
• Suggestion to move the kiosk west of the SA Water easement, adjacent to the
Coastal path, providing the Kaurna are behind this.
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Kingston Park Reserve
• There was a DPA amendment done for Seacliff,
which has resulted in a lot more residents,
consequently Kingston Park Reserve is even more
needed as a key recreational area.
• Existing toilets within Kingston Park require
renovation and are in a location that makes them
unsafe due to lack of passive surveillance.
• In general the group would like to see:

• Lynda Yates expressed the following desires for
Kingston Park Reserve (KPR):
• Petanque facilities.
• Table Tennis facilities, managed by kiosk
operator.
• Chess sets.
• Open air games area.

• Retain a lawned area for people to use for
weddings/photos etc.

• Revegetation of Tjilbruke Springs.
• Marion Residents Association have conducted
survey of residents, this is presented in Appendix D
expressed the following desires for KPR:

• Keep the natural vibe of the park.

• Feel the tennis courts are in a great location.

• Tennis Court is a conflicting issue – current
courts are popular but run down, there is an
oversupply of courts in the area, but the
residents along Burnham Road love to use these
courts.

• Like the kiosk in current location.

• General consensus that a multi – use court may
be more appropriate, however don’t want to see
a rage cage type structure, need it to be
sympathetic to the surrounds.
• Dance or performance space/amphitheatre.

Connections with Marion Council Coast
Park (Marino Rocks)
• The Group was advised of Marion Council’s plan to
finish their section of Coast Park within an 18 month
to 2 year timeframe.

Timeframes
• All Stakeholders will receive a draft concept plan by
12th May 2015 via email.

• Kaurna Interpretive and educational space.

• Broader Consultation on the concept plan will
hopefully take place in August 2015.

• Retain existing link with monument – existing
stairs are nice, but may need to be fixed up.

• Look at construction Coast Park shared use path
south of SLSC by the end of 2015.

• Meandering paths.

Kingston Park Reserve

• Concept to have respect for both Kaurna and
European Heritage.

• Picnic space.
•

Tuesday April 21 2015 (9am – 11am) COHB Brighton Office - Kingston
Room

• Access and Way finding signage within park is
important.

• Children’s playground.
• Area revegetated particularly the Tjilbruke Spring.

Session 2 - Elected Members and Marino Residents Association
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Kaurna Workshop

Representatives from the Kaurna Nation Cultural Heritage Association (KNCHA).
(Kaurna Yerta Aboriginal Corporation was invited to attend, but did not respond to invite)
Tuesday April 21 2015 (12pm – 2.30pm) COHB Brighton Office - Kingston Room

Name

Representing

Title/Position

Jeoffrey Newchurch

KNCHA

Chair

Georgina Williams

KNCHA

Association Representative

Karl Tefler

KNCHA

Association Representative

Shane

KNCHA

Association Representative

Garth

KNCHA

Association Representative

Kaiya

KNCHA

Association Representative

Rodney Lewis (invited but did not
Kaurna Yerta Aboriginal
respond to invitation or attend
Corporation
workshop)

Kiosk, Interpretive Centre and SA Water Easement
• SA Water easement issue was explained to group, group suggested moving
kiosk to where tennis courts are currently located, however this was discussed
further and it was explained that this would probably be too isolated, that the
kiosk really needs to be near the car park.
• The idea of locating the kiosk where the current overflow car park is situated was
put to the group, this was agreed upon provided that it was kept a respectful
distance away from the spring, and that the design of the building was
sympathetic to the landscape and that a Kaurna interpretive centre was
incorporated into the building.

Kingston Park Reserve
Arts and Cultural Officer

• Group expressed that they would like to see the Coast Park path continue in a
straight line through the northern end of Kingston Park (i.e not meander) in order
to keep it away from the Tjilbruke Spring.

COHB

Manager Organisational Sustainability

• KNCHA would like the park to look natural.

COHB

Project Manager

• The group would like to have involvement in the design of the park.

Mark Separovic

GHD

Principal Urban Designer

Guinevere Flavel

GHD

Planner / Urban Designer

Birgit Porter

GHD

Senior Stakeholder Engagement Consultant

Jenni Reynolds

COHB

Michael Terizakis

COHB

Trish Auckett
Robert de Zeeuw

Coast Park Pathway
• No objections to proposed pathway or treatment.
• Discussed type, design and colours of shared use path with Karl Tefler and he was supportive of the proposal.
In particular the colours of the aggregate chosen to reflect colours that appear in Kaurna artwork.

Car Park
• Would like to see the overflow car park removed, and reinstated and revegetated due to proximity with
Tjilbruke Spring.
• Kaurna happy for car park to be extended to the south by a small amount (1-2 metres) in order to reconfigure
and potentially achieve some additional car parking given the loss of car parks from closing the overflow. It
should be noted that after this workshop when this idea was put to GHD’s Senior Traffic engineer, he advised
that the car park would need to be extended a considerable amount to the south in order to reconfigure, so
this idea was thrown out.
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One on one meeting with Alistair Mitchell Free
Spirit Resort & Holiday Park Management

Name

Representing

Title/Position

Alistair Mitchell

Free Spirit Resort & Holiday Park
Management

Michael Terizakis

COHB

Chris Dunn

GHD

Manager, Transportation and Civil
Engineering

Mark Separovic

GHD

Principal Urban Designer

Guinevere Flavel

GHD

Planner / Urban Designer

Caravan Park Management
Wednesday April 22 2015 (9am – 10am) GHD Offices,
Adelaide CBD

Brighton Caravan Park

• Alistair advised that Caravan Park sites at southern end of Caravan Park that potentially encroach into
Coastal Path are actually smaller so won’t extend as far west.
• Caravan Park management would like to fence the caravan park to stop people wandering through, this is
likely to be done in stages. Alistair was advised that most other stakeholders are not in favour of this,
rather they support a low picket and wire fence along the foreshore and car park boundary instead. Alistair
expressed that this did seem reasonable, as he agreed a tall fence would not prevent criminal and
antisocial behaviour.
• However once path goes through acknowledge that the pedestrian and cycle traffic will likely redirect.
• Happy to consolidate access points down to 3.
• Alistair likes the idea of boardwalk seating nodes at access point locations.
• Caravan Park currently does not have any disabled access points, not critical, but agree that one DDA
access point would be good, best location would be near car park to the south of caravan park.
• Other access points would only be formalised with timber sleepers acting as informal stairs up the slope.
• Would like to see the existing trees in front of caravan park retained as they act as a wind break.
• Suggest expanding car park at monument to provide extra car parking, given that expanding the existing
car park is not feasible and there are definitely issues around adequate car parking provisions in the area.
• Would like to see a formalised safe pedestrian crossing on Strickland Road, linking monument car park to
Kingston Park. Chris Dunn expressed that this could be in the form of a zebra or wombat crossing.
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Looking down on Caravan Park from Monument Car Park
Source Hemisphere Design 2010
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Design Rationale

The following chapter discusses
the reasoning and design intent
that has gone into the development
of the Coast Park Path from the
Seacliff Surf Life Saving Club
through to the connection with The
City of Marion’s Coast Park path,
as well as the re-configuration of
the carpark and the layout and
design concept for Kingston Park.
The information obtained during
the background review and
stakeholder engagement formed
the basis behind the design
rationale.
An A3 size copy of the Draft Kingston Park
Concept Plan is located in Appendix A of this
report.
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Path Material and Treatment

Design Rationale
There was a general consensus during the engagement process
that it would be desirable if the path had a different treatment to the
standard red and cream pavers used through the other City of
Holdfast Bay sections of Coast Park. The Councillors and Marino
Residents Association expressed that they would prefer a
boardwalk rather than paving or aggregate, due to wanting to be
sympathetic and respectful to the dune system. If a boardwalk
option was chosen it would likely be constructed from Replas
rather than timber for maintenance reasons. Replas is a more
expensive option than pavers or aggregate and the location of the
path on compacted ground to the east of the sand dunes, negates
the need for a boardwalk structure. A sand coloured concrete
aggregate is considered an appropriate treatment in this location,
as it will have less visual impact on the surrounds, blending in with
the existing scenery. Every so often (approx. 100 metres) a couple

Kaurna Artwork influencing paving colour palette
particularly in front of Kingston Park

Paving examples along
other sections of Coast
Park

An aggregate with a sandy
coloured natural base

Introducing different colours
along pathway

Kosciuszko

Redland

Kimberly

of rectilinear vertical strips of another coloured aggregate is
proposed to be used to punctuate the sandy colour.
Redland (or similar) at the Caravan Park end, to tie in with
existing Coast Park paving, and Kosciuszko at the Kingston
Park Reserve end corresponding to the heavy influence of
the blue sea in Kaurna artwork.

Example of colour palette
with aggregates

Opportunities exist to liaise with Kaurna, particularly to
include Kaurna artwork as tile inserts as shown below to tell
their Dreamtime story of Tjilbruke.
As the path travels directly above the Sand Transfer
Pipeline, saw cuts can be used to allow the concrete to be
lifted up for access. The positioning of expansion joints can
be designed to become an architectural feature as was
done at Airport and Torrens River Bridge.
Existing Coast Park Paving Leading
up to Caravan Park

Proposed aggregate path treatment

In addition, boardwalk nodes with seating will be located at
beach access points.
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Ideas for incorporating
Kaurna artworks as tile
inserts into aggregate
paving.

.

Design Rationale

Beach access, sand dunes and Boardwalk Seating
Nodes around Beach Access Points

In accordance with feedback received during the stakeholder engagement, and the importance to protect the
trans locational dunes, the six existing beach access points will be consolidated to three. These access points will
be formalised with post and rail fencing, similar to the existing fencing alongside the dunes. The fencing will go
along both the west and eastern sides of the Coast Park path in front of the caravan park, this has been indicated
on the plan by a white dashed line.

Boardwalk/Seating Node around Beach Access Points - After

The fencing on the caravan park side will create a level of privacy for the caravan park visitors by discouraging the
general public from wandering through, the fencing on the beach side will protect the dune system from being
trampled on. Re-vegetation of the dune system is likely to continue once the beach access points are formalised.
The two northern access points will remain relatively untouched, both formalised with the fencing, with steps
constructed out of sleepers used to overcome the steep gradient on the caravan park side and the access points
on the beach side left as sand. The southern most access point in front of the caravan park will be a DDA
disabled access ramp, the detail of which will be determined during detailed design. Disabled access will need
adequate lighting, however this may become a nuisance to caravan park users, until a solution to this is resolved
it is suggested a conduit be laid along the path so lighting can be added at a later stage.
During the consultation process it was uncovered that caravan park visitors take deck chairs to the existing path
to watch the sunset. The proposed Coast Park will be a shared use path, therefore this practise would be unsafe
due to the increase of cyclists, consequently, boardwalk nodes have been proposed either side of the beach
access points. These could contain permanent bench seating, or remain clear to allow people to bring their own
deck chairs.

Boardwalk/Seating Node around Beach Access Points - Before
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Design Rationale

Exeloo and node to the south of the Surf Life Saving
Club

The stakeholder engagement undertaken revealed that there was a general consensus that there is a demand
for public toilets within the vicinity of the Surf Life Saving Club as Council are keen to have between 500 and 750
metres between public amenities, and the SLSC would like a solution to the general public walking upstairs to
use their facilities.
The Caravan Park Management is also keen for public toilets located around this vicinity as they too have
concerns with the general public wandering into the caravan park in search of amenities.
Both the Caravan Park Management and the SLSC have advised that they would prefer the toilets to go to the
north of the SLSC club, as opposed to immediately south. However, there are maintenance and cost
implications with locating them to the north of the club on the western side of the path and there are community
issues with locating them to the north of the club on the eastern side within the car park.
This issue is yet to be resolved, therefore the option to locate a 1 pan Exeloo to the south of the club has been
depicted on the plan, however this is an option only and will be dependent on the demand for toilets in the area
and resolution on the issue between Council, the SLSC and the Caravan Park. The Exeloo is located within a
node, nestled within foliage and trees to minimise the visual impact to the caravan park and the SLSC, yet open
on the Coast Park path side to allow for security through passive surveillance.

Coast Park path in front of the Caravan Park looking north
towards SLSC - After

Walkway in front of Caravan Park looking towards SLSC Before
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Design Rationale

Exeloo and node to the south of the Surf Life Saving
Club

Indicative Section Looking North at Coast Park Path and Beach Access Node (Exeloo further north in background)
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Design Rationale

Kingston Park Car Park

The existing car park will be reconfigured and narrowed to align with standard car park sizes, this will make the
car park safer and will also provide additional room for an amenity node, consisting of a shower, fountain, dog
bowl and bin and gateway into Kingston Park.
Increasing the size of the car park to accommodate more spaces was investigated, however this was not
possible due to restrictions as a result of a Kaurna burial site immediately to the north and the Tjilbruke Spring to
the south.
There is currently an overflow car park to the south west of the car park, which acts as a run off area for the car
park at peak times. The Kaurna are keen for the overflow car park to be reinstated as open space, especially to
allow uninterrupted views from the Tjilbruke Spring site to the coast.
Concerns were expressed repeatedly during the consultation regarding the capacity of the car park if Kingston
Park is to become a regional play space and cultural hub as proposed. To magnify the situation the car park is
already at capacity during peak times, particularly because the caravan park has limited check in lanes and no
visitor car parking. The proposed concept would if left unaddressed add to this problem with the removal of
around 4 car parks and the complete removal of the overflow car park. Consequently there was a need to
address this issue and provide additional car parking elsewhere.
The proposal suggests formalising and extending the Monument car park located to the east of Strickland Road,
and connecting it to Kingston Park via a walkway and Wombat or Zebra Crossing.
The caravan park check in lanes can be reconfigured to allow for 3 vans at any given time, this would require
removing some lawn areas and relocating the boom gates.

Car Park

There is also potential to make the car park timed to ensure turnover of spaces – however Kingston Park gets
used for picnics and weddings etc. that sometimes require longer parking.
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Walkway to additional car
parking

Design Rationale

Kiosk and Interpretive Centre

The existing Kingston Park Kiosk building is not being used due to failing to meet OH&S criteria and in its place a
food van has been set up near by. The community value this service and would like to see a newer, bigger,
improved kiosk. Unfortunately the current kiosk building is located in the middle of a significant SA Water sewer
easement. SA Water need free uninterrupted access to their easement. A new kiosk could be built in the exact
same location as the old one, however it could not be expanded or reconfigured.
As the Kaurna have expressed that they would like an interpretive centre to be established within the park for
employment and economic benefits, it makes sense for it to be incorporated into the kiosk building, along with
much needed toilet amenities, servicing both beach and park users.
There is also an SA Water Pumping Station located to the south of the kiosk, which cannot be relocated,
however, SA Water are happy for it to be screened, providing the screen is demountable to allow access at all
times.
Constrained by the easement, the Tjilbruke Spring, the car park and the need for the kiosk to be centrally located,
ideally close to the car park, a number of locations were suggested and then ruled out. The idea of locating the
kiosk where the current overflow car park is situated was suggested to all stakeholder groups, the only
reservation came from the Kaurna, due to proximity with the Tjilbruke Spring. However, they agreed to this
location provided the building was kept a respectful distance from the spring, the design of the building was
sympathetic to the landscape and that a Kaurna interpretive centre was incorporated into the building.
The proposed Kiosk and Interpretive Centre have been designed to guide people from either the Coast Park
Shared use path or the Car Park and into Kingston Park. The use of different floor materials such as decking and
concrete aggregate has been used to delineate different areas so there is less reliance on walls which will impact
on the locality. The Interpretive Centre is essentially a gallery with two curved walls that guide the visitor into and
through the gallery. The southern side then opens up to a performance platform and informal outdoor
amphitheatre that can be used for educational and performance purposes associated with Kaurna Cultural
Heritage. The Kiosk will be located on the western side of the building, fronting both the Coast Park and the
water. Instead of bollards or walls, a difference in materiality
Instead of bollards or walls, a difference in materiality will delineate the kiosk seating area from the path itself. The
kiosk will sit unobtrusively in the locality framed by glass as opposed to solid walls. With the only solid walls the
curved ones that define the Gallery Space.

Kiosk, Interpretive Centre and Gateway Node
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Design Rationale

Kiosk, Interpretive Centre and Gateway Node

To the east of the building will be the provision for a 3 pan Exeloo, including male,
female and disabled/parent room. The Exeloo will be externally accessible so that it
can be accessed even when the kiosk and interpretive centre are closed.
On either side of the Exeloo are store rooms, accessible via the interpretive centre
gallery, one for the kiosk and the other for the interpretive centre.
The SA Water Pumping Station will be screened by artistic panels and landscaping.
To the west of the building the shared use path will widen into a node, that in
essence acts as a gateway to the kiosk and interpretive centre from the car park,
coast park path and beach. The node will include beach access point, shower,
fountain, dog bowl, bin reciprocal, wayfinding and interpretive signage and
sculpture. The defining element of the node is the different coloured concrete
aggregate, that differentiates it from the path and connects it with the Gallery Space.

Artist Impression of Gateway Node and Kiosk

Existing car park, kiosk and overflow car park
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Design Rationale

Tjilbruke Spring and Yurlowirra Garden

The Tjulbruke Spring is a culturally significant site for
the Kaurna people. However, the springs flow has
been interrupted by the recent rockwall installation and
the spring has become inundated with weedy trees
needing rehabilitation and re vegetation with
indigenous landscaping and planting. Both of which
the Kaurna community, City of Holdfast Bay Coast and
Biodiversity team and NRM board are all supportive of.
Key requirements that were considered in this area
were the Kaurna’s preference for the general public to
be kept away from the site itself. Therefore the Coast
Park path was kept as close as practical to the coast
(this is also in line with preferences of the Coast
Protection Board.)
A small bridge will be constructed over the spring itself,
with interpretive signage and artwork alongside to
acknowledge it’s significance.
The Yurlowirra Garden to the south east of the Spring
will remain untouched; however the natural look and
feel of this garden will be repeated throughout Kingston
Park for consistency.
Dance or performance space/amphitheatre.
– Meandering paths.

Yurlowirra Garden

– Kaurna Interpretive and educational space.
– Retain existing link with monument – existing stairs
are nice, but may need to be fixed up.

Tjilbruke Spring
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Design Rationale

Key Play Features within Nature Based Adventure
Playground

The design development for this section of Kingston
Park was based on the feedback received during the
stakeholder engagement; the Urban Design
Framework for Kingston Park; the Open Space
Strategy; and site visits (accompanied by a young
child) to significant and highly regarded adventure and
nature based playgrounds including Bonython Park,
Hazelwood Park, Marshmallow Park, OG Road and
Greenacres Community Playground.
The main feedback from the Stakeholder engagement
identified that the tennis courts are a contentious issue.
The Council would like to see them removed due to
the condition and oversupply in the area, however the
Marino Rocks Residents Association identified how
popular and valued they are, particularly for residents
along Burnham Road.

Existing Playgroung

Inspiration Behind Proposed Playground

Existing Tennis Courts

Inspiration Behind Proposed Multiuse Court

At this stage a multiuse court has been proposed and
the line markings are only indicative.
Line markings could be made to accommodate
activities such as Netball, Basketball, Badminton,
Volleyball and Tennis. This would need to be
determined once broader Community Engagement
has been undertaken and the demand of certain
activities in this area is better understood.
What is known however, is that this court should not
resemble a rage cage, and should be sympathetic to
the surrounds. To the east of the court are grassed
areas with seating for viewing. The topography allows
for the seating to form a casual amphitheatre.
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Design Rationale

Key Play Features within Nature Based Adventure
Playground

To the west of the multi use court is a Nature Based
Adventure Playground. It was unanimous that the park
should have a natural feel, and that the existing plastic
bright coloured equipment should be relocated and
replaced with nature based play equipment as found at
Bonython and Hazelwood Park.
Other key directives included:
•

No water play;

•

No shade structures over playground - keep
existing trees and plant additional where needed;

•

No fencing; and

•

Cater for all ages (0 to teenager)

The City of Holdfast Bay Open Space Strategy
recommends establishing Kingston Park Costal
Reserve as a quality nature based regional destination
through enhanced infrastructure, landscape, access
and services, with a strong connection to the natural
environment and ‘low key’ development that supports
residents and visitors.
The following pages list the equipment that will form
part of the nature based playground, in addition, a
BBQ shelter that can accommodate up to 4 BBQs and
a scattering of picnic tables have been included so that
families can utilise the park with the convenience of
picnic facilities located in close proximity to the play
equipment.
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Design Rationale

Key Play Features within Nature Based Adventure
Playground

1. 3 x Slides on Mounding - slide
size and positioning aimed at
different age groups.
(Example Hazelwood Park)

2. Spider Web
(Example Bonython Park)

3. Misc. Junior Play Equipment
- see saw, animal spring
pieces that they sit on and
bounce, spinner or sometimes
referred to as a carousel.
(Example Greenacres
Community Park)
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Design Rationale

Key Play Features within Nature Based Adventure
Playground

4. Hamster Wheel
(Example Bonython Park)

5. Tyre Swing
(Example Bonython Park)

6. Sand Pit and Sand Sorting
Table.
(Example Bonython Park)
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Design Rationale

Key Play Features within Nature Based Adventure
Playground

7. Balance Beams
(Example Greenacres
Community Park)

8. 5 seat swing set - either linear
(as shown on concept plan and
to the far right)- with 2 trad seats,
2 toddler seats and 1 disabled
seat or opportunity for five way
swing (as pictured) TBD.
(Example Kompan)
9. Interactive Sculpture (scale
and design to encourage
interactive play - opportunity to
incorporate Kaurna and broader
community artwork .
(Example Greenacres
Community Park)
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Design Rationale

Key Play Features within Nature Based Adventure
Playground
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Design Rationale

Activity Node

In line with the Kingston Park Urban Design
Framework, Stakeholder feedback and the City of
Holdfast Bay Open Space Strategy, the Adult Activity
Node includes the following:
•

Petanque Field

•

Large grassed areas to allow for other games
such as bocce, croquet, horseshoes and ring
toss;

•

Grassed areas can also be used as a location for
wedding or special event photo shoots;

•

Permanent outdoor chair and table configurations
located throughout the zone - chairs to be like
armchairs and tables to include in built draft,
chess or checker boards.

•

Picnic shelter - large enough for up to 4 BBQs

•

Picnic Settings

•

Viewing Areas overlooking the Multiuse Court and
Petanque field

•

Potential location for a 1 x pan Exeloo (tbd)

•

Access and Wayfinding signage.

•

Pathways have been defined, footpath
connections improved and trees and shady
landscape retained.

•

As with all areas of the reserve, need lighting in
line with CPTED principles.

The existing toilets within Kingston Park require
renovation and are in a location that makes them
unsafe due to lack of passive surveillance
Consequently, existing Toilets are to be removed, and
new amenities can now be found in the form of a 3 x
pan Exeloo near the kiosk depending on demand a 1 x
pan Exeloo may be located adjacent the Picnic
Facilities.

Indicative Petanque Court - Source
pinterest.com

Indicative Game Tables - Source http://
thefridaycyclotouriste.com/?p=7618

Indicative Picnic Shelter - Source www.
landmarkpro.com.aucom/?p=7618
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Design Rationale

Southern End of Kingston Park

The Urban Design Strategy and Stakeholder Feedback indicated that the southern end of Kingston Park should
retain the natural open space feel to balance out the intensive uses around the caravan park and kiosk. There is
a natural swale in this area which will be retained and re-vegetated and the predominant form of landscape will
be natural dryland grass with a scattering of native shrubs and trees. The key elements of this space will be the
natural beauty and coastal views.
Vehicle access (paths at least 4 metres wide) for maintenance vehicles will be provided to allow access to all
areas of the park.
Extending the street parking on Burnham Road was investigated; however were ruled out due to proximity with
pedestrian access paths from the existing on street parking at the southern end and the topography of the north
of the swale.
The location of the existing memorial seat overlooking the water to the north of this area is proposed to be
retained (seat itself to be updated). Sculpture and wayfinding signage has been used extensively through this
section to signify the beginning of Kingston Park and create a dramatic entry statement, to bookend with that at
the kiosk end. Both the sculpture and signage are to have respect for both Kaurna and European Heritage.

Existing Memorial Seat

Potential Location for Sculpture and
Signage

Potential Location for Sculpture and
Signage

Potential Location for Sculpture and
Signage
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Design Rationale

Connections with Marion Council Coast Park path

The Coast Park shared use path will continue south of Kingston Park concluding at the edge of the City of
Holdfast Bay border with the City of Marion City. This location indicated in the first picture and the plan below is
identifiable by the SA Power Networks Box. It will signify the end point of three paths, both the City of Holdfast
Bay and the City of Marion Coast Park paths as well as a potential linkage through to Marino Rocks Station if
plans to create this linkage by the City of Marion go ahead. It should be noted that currently the Marion Council
Coast Park path has not been designed up to this point, rather it finishes approximately one hundred metres
further south, as identified in picture 3 and at the point shown on the plan where the Esplanade narrows. The City
of Marion have advised that they will finish their section up to the power box within 18 months.
The concept identifies the area surrounding the power box as a Gateway Node, including artwork, interpretive
signage and seating, surrounded by low native planting. It was decided through the stakeholder engagement that
this was an appropriate location for a node due to the connection of the three paths and to allow the different
paving types to connect smoothly.

Coast Park connection to the City of
Marion

Potential connection through to Marino
Rocks Station

End point of the City of Marion Coast
Park path

Paving type of City of Marion Coast Park
path
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Shared Node with Marion Council
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Funding Opportunities

There are many avenues of funding
that can be explored for this project
from Open Space funding through
to native vegetation, cultural
heritage and active living. The
following table provides a succinct
summary of the types of funding
available, the provider
GUIDELINES
FORand what
general criteria the provider may be
APPLICANTS
looking for.
Open Space / Places for People Grant Funding
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

DPTI - The Planning and
Development Fund - Open Space Program

Rejuvenation of Kingston Park with a focus on
enhancing or developing the foreshore, reserves
and playground facilities.

•

Matthew Lang
136 North Terrace
Adelaide SA 5000
GPO Box 1815
Adelaide SA 5001

•
•
•

Phone: 7109 7090
Fax: 8303 0716
Email: matthew.lang@sa.gov.au

•

http://www.sa.gov.au/topics/housing-propertyand-land/local-government/grants-for-openspace-and-urban-design#title0

•
•
•
•

•

•
•
•

Open Space grants provide financial assistance to local government for the purchase,
development, planning and enhancement of regional open space. Funding is also provided for
works relating to conservation and unstructured recreation on public land.
Grant applications are assessed against the grant funding criteria which gives priority to projects
which support Planning Strategy objectives and other relevant open space and public realm
strategies.
Preference is given to projects that contribute to the coastal foreshore.
The State Government has committed to investing $16 million over four years into local reserves
and playgrounds.
Commencing in 2014/15, the Open Space program will also be available for projects that deliver
new or enhance existing reserves and playgrounds.
Funding will be made available to create new or enhance existing local reserves and
playgrounds to provide recreation and social opportunities in our local communities - eg play
equipment, shade structures and park furniture.
Priority projects include the continued establishment of Coast Park .
Funding is provided to Councils on a dollar for dollar basis.
Projects must be carried out on land that is freely accessible to the public.
Applications may be made only by local governments (not by community groups or private
organisations).
Councils are encouraged to jointly apply for grant funding to achieve regional priorities.
Projects should be of regional significance and directly linked to the directions and priorities of
the Planning Strategy for South Australia and relevant local government strategies.
Councils must have successfully completed all contractual obligations for previously-funded
projects.
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

DPTI - The Planning and
Development Fund - Places for People Program

Rejuvination of Kingston Park and Coast Park
path - Likely to include all elements of proposal
with a focus on revitalisation of public places,
signage and artwork.

•

Matthew Lang
136 North Terrace
Adelaide SA 5000
GPO Box 1815
Adelaide SA 5001
Phone: 7109 7090
Fax: 8303 0716
Email: matthew.lang@sa.gov.au
http://www.sa.gov.au/topics/housing-propertyand-land/local-government/grants-for-openspace-and-urban-design#title0

•
•
•

•
•
•
•

Places for People grants provide financial assistance to local government for strategic urban
design planning, detailed design documentation and development of prominent public places of
community significance.
The objective of the program is to help create new public places or revitalise existing public
spaces that contribute to the social, cultural and economic life of the community.
Projects should create vibrant public spaces and develop a sense of place and identity that
reflects local character, improves the relationship between public and private areas, and
enhances usability, safety and visual appeal.
Grant applications are assessed against the grant funding criteria which gives priority to projects
which support Planning Strategy objectives and other relevant open space and public realm
strategies. Priority projects include the continued establishment of Coast Park and the
implementation of waterway linear parks. Funding is provided to Councils on a dollar for dollar
basis.
Projects must be carried out on land that is freely accessible to the public.
Applications may be made only by local governments (not by community groups or private
organisations). Councils are encouraged to jointly apply for grant funding to achieve regional
priorities.
Projects should be of regional significance and directly linked to the directions and priorities of
the Planning Strategy for South Australia and relevant local government strategies.
Councils must have successfully completed all contractual obligations for previously-funded
projects.
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

Australian Government Department of
Infrastructure and Regional Development - Black
Spot Programme

Wombat or Zebra Crossing may be able to be
funded through this initiative, subject to road
safety audit or significant crash history.

•

http://investment.infrastructure.gov.au/funding/
blackspots/
•

South Australian Government Department of
Planning, Transport and Infrastructure - State
Black Spot Program
http://www.dpti.sa.gov.au/towardszerotogether/
safer_roads/black_spot_program_2

Wombat or Zebra Crossing may be able to be
funded through this initiative, subject to road
safety audit or significant crash history.

•
•
•
•

The Government has announced changes to the programme’s eligibility criteria for 2015-16 and
2016-17 aimed at assisting local communities to compete for this additional funding over the
next two years. Under the new criteria, the minimum Benefit Cost Ratio for proposals has been
reduced from 2:1 to 1:1. In addition, the minimum crash history of sites has been reduced from
3 to 2 casualty crashes over five years or 0.13 casualty crashes per kilometre per year over 5
years. The criteria has also been amended to allow more funding for the proactive treatment of
unsafe roads. Consultative Panels will able to allocate up to 40% of funding to sites on the basis
of a road safety audit.
Australian Government has now extended the program until 30 June 2019. Funding is subject
to annual approval by the Australian Government Minister for Infrastructure and Regional
Development. The 2015-2016 total program allocation is $ 12.8 million
The State Black Spot Program is approved by the State Minister for Road Safety. The 20152016 program allocation is $9 million.
Black Spot Programs directly target improvements to the safety of roads with proven crash
history or high-risk locations.
Road safety projects are on state arterial roads and council roads. Part of the program is
dedicated to cycling related safety projects.
State and local road authorities, community groups, associations, road user groups, industry
and individuals are encouraged to submit a nomination either direct or through the relevant road
authorities.
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

Coast Protection Board -Coast protection fund
grants (local councils)

•

•

Coast Park

Email: DEWNRcoastprotectionboard@sa.gov.au
Phone: (+61 8) 8124 4928

•
•
•
•

The Coast Protection Board provides funding towards approved coastal projects identified by
Coastal Protection Branch regional officers in conjunction with local councils, or for coastal
works submitted by local councils.
The Board can fund anywhere up to 80 percent of a project, depending on how well the
proposal matches the Board’s priorities (see below). Councils must provide a minimum of 20
percent toward works accepted by the Board for funding.
High priorities for funding are council works that address erosion or flooding hazards along the
coast, including foreshore protection, dune rehabilitation, and coastal fencing and maintenance.
Vegetation and weed control are not high priorities for funding from the works program.
Councils provide the Board with information about their upcoming activities every year. This
information forms the basis from which the Board allocates grants

Dunes adjacent proposed Coast Park path location
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

DEWNR - Significant Environmental Benefit
Grants

Re vegetation of dunes along coast park in front
of Caravan Park.
Fencing along Coast Park in front of Caravan
Park, which will keep people off dunes and
vegetation
Re vegetation of Kingston Park in particular
Tjilbruke Spring.

•

http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/get-involved/
grants-and-funding/native-vegetation-incentivesprograms/Significant_environmental_benefit_
grants

•
•

•
•
•

SA Health - Office for the Ageing Community
Grants - Grants for Seniors (Currently closed
may re open)

Activity Node

Significant environmental benefit grants provide funding for the on-ground restoration of native
vegetation in South Australia.
Significant Environmental Benefit Grant proposals should be consistent with the strategies and
priorities identified in the relevant regional NRM Plan(s).
They should also aim to achieve one or more of the following outcomes:
•
meeting biodiversity targets established in regional NRM Plans
•
enhancement of targets in regional Biodiversity Plans
•
achievement of targets identified in the NatureLinks program or established corridors
•
rehabilitation, protection and management of key areas identified through biodiversity
analysis
•
enhancement of remnant native vegetation through the implementation of active
management activities
•
the conservation of National, State of Regionally listed plant species and vegetation
communities
•
the restoration of habitat that will support the protection and management of National,
State or Regionally listed fauna species.
Projects may extend over several years but will be subject to annual review.
Further information on the priorities for Significant Environmental Benefit grants can be found in
the guidelines for applicants.
DEWNR monitors all significant environmental benefit landscape restoration works. Examples of
the types of projects can be found in the landscape restoration section of the DEWNR website.

The aim of Grants for Seniors (GFS) program funding is to increase options for older people to
participate in group and/or community activities, generally through the purchase of equipment or
small scale program support.

Email: Health.OFTACommunityGrants@health.
sa.gov.au
Telephone: (08) 8204 2420
Post: PO Box 196 Rundle Mall Adelaide SA
5000
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

Department of the Premier and Cabinet - Fund
My Community (closed may re open)

Kaurna Interpretive Centre

Fund My Community has $1m for projects that will tackle disadvantage in South Australia.
The quality of life of many Aboriginal people is poorer than non-Aboriginal people due to historical
practices of governments, organisations and individuals which interrupted Aboriginal cultures and
communities and have established cycles of disadvantage that have extended over several
generations for many families.
This grant may

Activity Node

The Community Recreation and Sport Facilities Program helps eligible organisations to plan,
establish or improve sport and active recreation facilities that meet the needs of the community in
South Australia.

http://yoursay.sa.gov.au/fmc/knowledge-centre

Office for Recreation and Sport - Community
Recreation and Sport Facilities Program
Funding Services
PO Box 219
Brooklyn Park SA 5032
Phone: +61 8 7424 7708
Email: ORSgrants@sa.gov.au

Organisations can apply under the each of the following categories:
•Category 1 – facility planning
•Category 2 – facility development (requests $1 - $200,000)
•Category 3 – facility development (requests $200,001 - $1,000,000)
State Sport and Active Recreation Organisations, Industry Representative Bodies, Local
Government, Schools, Community Groups, Incorporated Sport or Active Recreation Clubs that do
not hold a gaming machine license

Natural Resources Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges - Million Trees Project
Urban biodiversity initiatives
Watercourse Project Initiatives

Tree and under storey planting in Kingston Park

http://www.naturalresources.sa.gov.au/
adelaidemtloftyranges/plants-and-animals/
native-plants-animals-and-biodiversity/urbanbiodiversity

Re vegetation around Tjilbruke Spring

Re-vegetation of Kingston Park and sand dunes
in front of caravan park.

NRM Adelaide and Mount Lofty Ranges provide financial and technical advice to community groups,
industry, individuals, councils and schools for biodiversity projects.
The Million Trees Program is dedicated to planting three million local native trees and understorey
plants across the Adelaide metropolitan area by 2014 (which has passed, may have a new initiative).
NRM may be able to assist with native habitat restoration in order to undertake to protect
watercourses and to allow for rehabilitation works to be undertaken
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Funding Opportunities

Funding Source & Program/
Initiative

Area of Interest

General description and Criteria

Australian Government Department of the
Environment - 20 Million Trees Programme

Tree and understorey planting in Kingston Park

The Australian Government will work with the community to plant 20 million trees by 2020, to
re-establish green corridors and urban forests.

http://www.nrm.gov.au/national/20-million-trees

The 20 Million Trees Programme is part of the national stream of the National Landcare Programme,
and has four strategic objectives:
•
20 million trees – 20 million trees and associated understorey planted by 2020.
•
Environmental conservation – support local environmental outcomes by improving the extent,
connectivity and condition of native vegetation that supports native species
•
Community engagement – work cooperatively with the community
•
Carbon reduction – contribute to Australia reducing its greenhouse gas emissions.
The 20 Million Trees Programme will complement and align with other Australian Government
environmental initiatives, such as the Green Army(link is external) and the work of the Threatened
Species Commissioner.
The Australian Government has committed $50 million over four years to the 20 Million Trees
Programme, with funding to commence from 2014-15. The programme will involve competitive
grants, delivered by individuals and organisations, and larger-scale plantings, delivered by service
providers.

Australian Government Department of the
Environment Indigenous Heritage Programme
http://www.environment.gov.au/heritage/
grants-funding/indigenous-heritage-programme

Tjilbruke Spring and Kaurna Interpretive Centre

The Indigenous Heritage Programme (IHP) is an ongoing competitive annual grants programme
which provides funding to support the identification, conservation, and promotion of heritage places
important to Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people. Since 2004, the programme has provided
over $30 million to support more than 500 Indigenous heritage projects across Australia.
As well as delivering strong heritage outcomes, the IHP delivers broader social, health and economic
benefits for Indigenous communities. The programme supports projects which provide Indigenous
people with education, training, employment and business opportunities, and which foster
Indigenous peoples’ aspirations to care for and reconnect with country and maintain their cultural
traditions.
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Project Staging &
Indicative Cost Estimate

Due to the size of this precinct
and the cost involved with
implementing the concept, staging
is a necessary component. The
following chapter identifies 7
stages, taking consideration of
existing funding, Council priorities,
stakeholder priorities and the
logical order of a project such
as this. It should be noted that
community priorities will also need
to be sought, and therefore the
final staging cannot be determined
until after broader community
engagement has been undertaken.
An Indicative Cost Estimate by
Quantity Surveyors Rider Levett
Bucknall has been developed
for the Draft Concept Plan, the
full detail of which is contained in
Appendix A of this report.
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Kington Park Precinct Staging Plan

Project Staging

Key
Stage 1
Stage 2
Stage 3
Stage 4
Stage 5
Stage 6
Stage 7
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Project Staging

Stage

1

2
3

Includes

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Funding Option

Notes

Coast Park path between SLSC and kiosk.
Including Boardwalk nodes and re vegetation and any new planting

$871,803.95 - Path constructed of
concrete aggregate
$1,076,328.90 - Path constructed
of Replas ‘Enduroplank’
$829,353.95 - Path constructed of
unit pavers consistent with existing
path

•

Three options have been provided with
regards to the treatment of the Coast park
path. Concrete aggregate, Replas
boardwalk and pavers. The
recommendation of this report is to
construct the path out of concrete
aggregate in a sandy colour, as per the
discussion in the ‘Design Rationale’ section
of this report.

Coast Park path between kiosk and the
City of Marion Council Boundary. Includes
shared node with the City of Marion and
any proposed planting immediately
adjacent path.

$ 308,672.05

•

Car Park (adjacent caravan park) reconfiguration and pedestrian crossing and
walkway to monument car park.

$ 76,873.00

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program
Coast Protection Board -Coast protection fund
grants (local councils)
DEWNR - Significant Environmental Benefit Grants
Natural Resources Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges - Urban biodiversity initiatives

The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program
Coast Protection Board -Coast protection fund
grants (local councils)
The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program
National and State Black Spot Programs
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Project Staging

Stage

4

Includes

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Funding Option

Kiosk, Interpretive Centre, screening of
pumping station and re vegetation and
reinstatement of Tjilbruke Spring site including interpretive and wayfinding
signage.

1,335,674.35

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

5

Adventure Playground and Activity Node

1,517,672.95

•
•
•
•
•
•

6

Extension and re configuration of
Monument car park to the east of the site.

26,500.00

•
•

Notes

The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program
DEWNR - Significant Environmental Benefit Grants
Department of the Premier and Cabinet - Fund My
Community (closed may re open)
Natural Resources Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges - Million Trees Project, Urban biodiversity
initiatives, Watercourse Project Initiatives
Australian Government Department of the
Environment - 20 Million Trees Programme
Australian Government Department of the
Environment Indigenous Heritage Programme
The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program
Office for the Ageing Community Grants - Grants
for Seniors (Currently closed may re open)
Office for Recreation and Sport - Community
Recreation and Sport Facilities Program
Natural Resources Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges - Million Trees Project
Australian Government Department of the
Environment - 20 Million Trees Programme
The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program

Extension of car park has been left until
stage 6 so the demand and habit of the
public utilising this area once all the major
elements have been established can be
used to inform the design and layout.
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Project Staging

Stage

7

Includes

Indicative Cost
Estimate

Remainder of landscaping, viewing
$899,493.85
platforms, pathways, and interpretive and
wayfinding signage within Kingston Park.
Includes re formalising swale to the south of
the park, demolition of existing toilets near
Burnham Road and new Exeloo/s based
on demand.

Funding Option

Notes

•

As this is the final stage of the project, it will
be easier to determine where to locate the
second and potentially third Exeloo, based
on demand and behaviour.

•
•
•
•

1-7

Entire project

The Planning and Development Fund - Places for
People Program
The Planning and Development Fund - Open
Space Program
DEWNR - Significant Environmental Benefit Grants
Natural Resources Adelaide and Mount Lofty
Ranges - Million Trees Project, Urban biodiversity
initiatives, Watercourse Project Initiatives
Australian Government Department of the
Environment - 20 Million Trees Programme

$5,036,690.15

Proposed location for Activity Node (Stage 5)
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Existing Memorial Seat and typical landscape
at southern end of Kingston Park - Stage 7
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Where to from here
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Where to from here

Following the completion of the Draft Master Plan
report which has been the culmination of desk top
background review and thorough key Stakeholder
engagement feedback. The concept will be presented
to Elected Members of the City of Holdfast Bay. If the
concept is endorsed or elements of it are endorsed,
then the next step will be to present this Draft Concept
to the broader community for their input, particularly
with regards to their needs and requirements for the
following areas:
•

Adventure Playground

•

Car parking

•

Toilet amenities

•

Activity Node

•

Kiosk and Interpretive Centre

•

Staging of the development

•

Information Sessions, ideally held within Kingston
Park, enabling the community to drop in, view the
collateral and offer suggestions, concerns and
objections by filling in the survey forms. As well as
giving the Council the opportunity to provide
clarification on key components.

Once the communities input has been sought and
implemented were practicable, the concept can then
be further refined. With more detailed documentation
of the concept developed as either a complete
package or divided into the stages with funding for the
works sought concurrently.

It is suggested that an effective way to capture the
broader community input is through the following
activities:
•

•

Develop communication collateral of the draft
concept to distribute in public localities such as
the SLSC, Caravan Park, Council Offices, existing
kiosk van etc. Including:
• Posters
• Flyers
• Fact sheets
• FAQs
Develop an online survey and place on Council
website.
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Appendices

Kingston Park Draft Concept Plan, 2015

Appendix A
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Indicative Cost Estimate - Rider Levett Bucknall

Appendix B

Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Summary

Rates Current At June 2015

Location

Total Cost

A

STAGE 1

871,803.95

B

STAGE 2

308,672.05

C

STAGE 3

76,873.00

D

STAGE 4

1,335,674.35

E

STAGE 5

1,517,672.95

F

STAGE 6

26,500.00

G STAGE 7

899,493.85
$5,036,690.15

D

R

A

FT

ESTIMATED NET COST
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
A

STAGE 1

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

SC

Site Clearance

1

Take up existing groundcovers, plantings and vegetation and
dispose off site
Strip existing topsoil ready for new hard pavements

m²

1,947

3.50

6,814.50

m²

1,193

0.65

775.45

Take down existing post and wire dune protection fencing and
remove from site
Allowance for removal of existing bin stands, bollards and
signage
Allowance for sundry demolition

m

262

11.00

2,882.00

2
40
19
14

Item

500.00

Item

1,500.00

Site Clearance

$12,471.95

PP

Paths and Pavements

34

Earthworks / box out for new concrete shared path including
stockpiling spoil on site for re-use
Coloured concrete shared recreational path including sub grade
preparation, base course and surface finish
Timber frame to Exeloo decking including concrete footings and
connections
Replas 'Enduroplank' or similar recycled plastic decking to
Exeloo deck including fixings ($120/m2 supply)
Allowance for edging to Replas recycled plastic decking

m²

Timber sleeper or similar stairs from caravan park to Exeloo
deck including earthworks and base course
Timber framed pedestrian bridge 20m x 4m including Replas or
similar decking, handrail and connections
No allowance for edging to new concrete path

Item

4,000.00

Item

75,000.00

Note

Excl.

Note

Excl.

Note

Excl.

52
53
44
36
46
132

10.00

7,900.00

m²

790

165.00

130,350.00

m²

58

200.00

11,600.00

m²

58

205.00

11,890.00

m

32

55.00

1,760.00

FT

A

51

R

50

D

35

790

No allowance for major earthworks to existing - assume shared
path design levels are similar to existing
No allowance for works to or extension of existing Caravan Park
Paths and Pavements

$242,500.00

ND

Boardwalk Node

37

m²

403

200.00

80,600.00

m²

403

205.00

82,615.00

39

Timber frame to boardwalk node decking including concrete
footings and connections
Replas 'Enduroplank' or similar recycled plastic decking to
boardwalk including fixings ($120/m2 supply)
Allowance for edging to Replas recycled plastic decking

m

154

55.00

8,470.00

47

Allowance for upgrade of existing beach access point

No

3

2,500.00

7,500.00

48

Extra over upgrade of beach access point for creation of DDA
compliant beach access ramp
Allowance for making good to existing landscaping where beach
access point now closed
Boardwalk Node

No

1

7,500.00

7,500.00

No

2

750.00

1,500.00

38

49

LA

Landscaping

57

Revegetate existing landscaping with native plantings (2-3
plants per sqm) - assumed tube stock or similar
Supply and plant stand alone semi-mature tree including
preparation works

58
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$188,185.00
m²

174

15.00

2,610.00

No

4

500.00

2,000.00
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
A

STAGE 1 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description
133
59

Allowance for revegetation of existing dunes (1-2 plants per
sqm) - assumed tube stock or similar
No allowance for irrigation to new native plantings

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

m²

644

13.00

8,372.00

Note

Excl.

Landscaping
FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

41

Supply and install hardwood timber post and wire fence
including mass concrete post footings
Supply and install single pan Exeloo facility

134
42
43
71

Allowance for galvanised steel or similar screen / graphics to
Exeloo facility
Allowance for sundry fitments, bollards and outdoor furniture to
shared recreational path
Allowance for new interpretive signage to shared recreational
path
Allowance for public art to shared recreational path

m

507

95.00

48,165.00

No

1

150,000.00

150,000.00

Item

15,000.00

Item

2,500.00

Item

1,000.00

FT

54

$12,982.00

Item

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage
Services

55

Allowance for water supply and connection to new Exeloo
facility - assumed available supply is located nearby
Allowance for sewer connection to new Exeloo facility assumed available supply is located nearby
No allowance for lighting to shared use path

62

R

56

A

SE

5,000.00
$221,665.00

Item

3,000.00

Item

6,000.00

Note

Excl.

Note

Excl.

No allowance for stormwater drainage system to shared use
path
Services

OC

On-Costs

64

Contractors Preliminaries and Supervision

Item

65,000.00

66

Design Development Contingency

Item

80,000.00

67

Construction Contingency

Item

40,000.00

16563-1
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$9,000.00

On-Costs

$185,000.00

STAGE 1

$871,803.95
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
B

STAGE 2

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

SC

Site Clearance

1

Take up existing groundcovers, plantings and vegetation and
dispose off site
Strip existing topsoil ready for new hard pavements

m²

1,484

3.50

5,194.00

m²

917

0.65

596.05

Dismantle existing bench seat including breaking up concrete
footings and remove from site
Allowance for removal of existing bin stands, bollards and
signage
Allowance for sundry demolition

No

3

75.00

225.00

2
15
19
14

Item

500.00

Item

1,500.00

Site Clearance
Paths and Pavements

34

Earthworks / box out for new concrete shared path including
stockpiling spoil on site for re-use
Coloured concrete shared recreational path including sub grade
preparation, base course and surface finish
Feature timber framed pedestrian bridge 10m x 4m including
Replas or similar decking, handrail and connections
No allowance for edging to new concrete path

45
36
46

No allowance for major earthworks to existing - assume shared
path design levels are similar to existing
Paths and Pavements

A

35

Boardwalk Node

68

No allowance for Boardwalk Node to Stage 2

m²

10.00

9,170.00

917

165.00

151,305.00

Item

60,000.00

Note

Excl.

Note

Excl.
$220,475.00
Excl.

Boardwalk Node

LA

Landscaping

70

Supply and plant dryland grass including deep rip of existing sub
grade
No allowance for irrigation to new dryland grass

Excl.
m²
Note

Landscaping
FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

42

Allowance for sundry fitments, bollards and outdoor furniture to
shared recreational path
Allowance for new interpretive signage to shared recreational
path
Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

43

917

Note

D

R

ND

69

m²

FT

PP

$8,015.05

514

13.00

6,682.00
Excl.
$6,682.00

Item

2,500.00

Item

1,000.00
$3,500.00

SE

Services

62

No allowance for lighting to shared use path

Note

Excl.

No allowance for stormwater drainage system to shared use
path
Services

Note

Excl.

63

Excl.

OC

On-Costs

64

Contractors Preliminaries and Supervision

Item

25,000.00

66

Design Development Contingency

Item

30,000.00
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
B

STAGE 2 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

67

Item

Construction Contingency

Qty

Rate

Total
15,000.00
$70,000.00

STAGE 2

$308,672.05

D

R

A

FT

On-Costs
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
C

STAGE 3

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

SC

Site Clearance

3

Sawcut existing bitumen pavement ready for removal

m

64

18.00

1,152.00

21

Break up existing concrete kerb and channel to car park and
remove from site
Take up existing car park bitumen pavement and remove from
site
Take up existing interlocking pavers and remove from site

m

64

24.00

1,536.00

m²

309

18.00

5,562.00

m²

69

22.00

1,518.00

m

90

18.00

1,620.00

4
6
7
19
14

Take down existing car park low height metal fencing and
dispose off site
Allowance for removal of existing bin stands, bollards and
signage
Allowance for sundry demolition

Item

500.00

Item

1,000.00

Site Clearance

FT

Paths and Pavements

22

Reinstate bitumen 300mm wide to edge of new carpark
including sub base preparation, base course and wearing
course
Supply and install 150mm high concrete barrier kerb

31
26
30

R

25

Supply and install concrete pram ramp to new car park layout
including tactile indicators
New linemarking to suit new car park layout
Wombat crossing to Strickland Road including linemarking,
pram ramps and signage
Allowance for essential road pavement repairs to existing
bitumen to remain
No allowance to formalise and extend existing caravan parking
bay
Paths and Pavements

D

24

A

PP

23

LA

Landscaping

61

Low level native planting bed including excavation, topsoil,
planting and mulch
Allowance for new planting to northern edge of car park
including soil preparation, plantings and mulch
No allowance for irrigation to new native plantings

32
59

$12,888.00
m

64

125.00

8,000.00

m

64

95.00

6,080.00

No

1

1,150.00

1,150.00

Item

500.00

Item

2,500.00

Item

1,000.00

Note

Excl.
$19,230.00

m²

114

45.00

5,130.00

m

55

40.00

2,200.00

Note

Excl.

Landscaping
FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

33

New low height fence to northern edge of car park

29

Allowance for removal and reinstatement of signage to suit new
car park layout
Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

m

SE

Services

27

Allowance for minor stormwater alterations to reflect new car
park layout
No allowance for lighting to car park

28

Services
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$7,330.00

Item

55

235.00

12,925.00
500.00
$13,425.00

Item

1,500.00

Note

Excl.
$1,500.00
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
C

STAGE 3 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

OC

On-Costs

64

Contractors Preliminaries and Supervision

Item

5,000.00

65

Allowance for Traffic Management

Item

2,500.00

66

Design Development Contingency

Item

10,000.00

67

Construction Contingency

Item

5,000.00
$22,500.00

STAGE 3

$76,873.00

D

R

A

FT

On-Costs
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
D

STAGE 4

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

SC

Site Clearance

1

Take up existing groundcovers, plantings and vegetation and
dispose off site
Strip existing topsoil ready for new hard pavements

m²

3,211

3.50

11,238.50

m²

529

0.65

343.85

m²

400

20.00

8,000.00

m

48

11.00

528.00

m²

105

120.00

12,600.00

14

Take up existing gravel pavement to overflow car park including
disposal as contaminated material
Take down existing overflow car park low height post and rope
fencing and dispose off site
Demolish existing kiosk and remove debris from site (asbestos
risk)
Allowance for removal of existing bin stands, bollards and
signage
Allowance for sundry demolition

20
89

5
8
9
19

Item

750.00

Item

2,500.00

Allowance for removal of trees and large shrubs where directed

Item

1,000.00

No allowance for demolition or alterations to existing Tjilbruke
Springs Area
Site Clearance

Note

Excl.

FT

2

Paths and Pavements

90

Earthworks to create informal outdoor amphitheatre including
use of stockpiled site spoil
Earthworks/box out for new paving including stockpile of spoil
on site for reuse
Coloured concrete paving to Interpretive Centre including sub
grade preparation, base course and surface finish
Plain concrete paving as secondary path including sub grade
preparation, base course and surface finish
Allowance for upgrade of existing beach access point

77
81

R

74

D

73

A

PP

$36,960.35

Item

7,500.00

m²

529

8.00

4,232.00

m²

438

165.00

72,270.00

m²

92

110.00

10,120.00

No

1

2,500.00

2,500.00

Paths and Pavements

$96,622.00

LA

Landscaping

57

Revegetate existing landscaping with native plantings (2-3
plants per sqm) - assumed tube stock or similar
Low level native planting bed including excavation, topsoil,
planting and mulch
Supply and plant lawn including deep rip of existing sub grade

m²

701

15.00

10,515.00

m²

136

45.00

6,120.00

m²

1,535

16.00

24,560.00

Supply and plant dryland grass including deep rip of existing sub
grade
Supply and plant stand alone shrub including preparation works

m²

634

13.00

8,242.00

No

14

75.00

1,050.00

No

18

500.00

9,000.00

m²

1,535

14.00

21,490.00

61
79
70
60
58

97

Supply and plant stand alone semi-mature tree including
preparation works
Drip irrigation system to lawn including connection to existing
water supply
Allowance for sundry soft landscaping

Item

5,000.00

59

No allowance for irrigation to new native plantings

Note

Excl.

No allowance for landscaping to Tjilbrook Springs and dry creek
line - assumed retain existing
No allowance for works to 'Yurlowirra Garden'

Note

Excl.

Note

Excl.

80

92
93
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
D

STAGE 4 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

69

Note

No allowance for irrigation to new dryland grass

Qty

Rate

Total
Excl.

Landscaping

$85,977.00

FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

85

72

Supply and install water fountain including integral dog water
bowl and connection to existing water supply
Supply and install beach shower including connection to existing
water supply
Feature panel screening to pump station including fixings and
connections
Allowance for seating to informal outdoor amphitheatre - log
seating or similar
Public Art interpretive sculpture to Tjilbruke Spring - PC Sum

Item

15,000.00

98

Allowance for sundry fitments and outdoor furniture

Item

5,000.00

IC

Interpretive Centre

75

Timber frame to Interpretive Centre decking including concrete
footings and connections
Replas 'Enduroplank' or similar recycled plastic decking to
Interpretive Centre Deck including fixings ($120/m2 supply)
Construct Interpretive Centre complete including integral Exeloo
toilets and cold shell kiosk
Shade structure to Interpretive Centre paving

84
91

1

6,500.00

6,500.00

No

1

4,500.00

4,500.00

m²

66

375.00

24,750.00

m

47

380.00

17,860.00

FT

86

No

78
88

R

76

A

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

$73,610.00

m²

221

200.00

44,200.00

m²

221

205.00

45,305.00

m²

180

3,500.00

630,000.00

Item

Interpretive Centre

25,000.00
$744,505.00

Services

87

Allowance for GPT including all plumbing connections

OC

On-Costs

64

Contractors Preliminaries and Supervision

Item

100,000.00

66

Design Development Contingency

Item

120,000.00

67

Construction Contingency

Item

60,000.00
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Item
Services

18,000.00
$18,000.00

On-Costs

$280,000.00

STAGE 4

$1,335,674.35
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
E

STAGE 5

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

SC

Site Clearance

1

m²

5,477

3.50

19,169.50

2

Take up existing groundcovers, plantings and vegetation and
dispose off site
Strip existing topsoil ready for new hard pavements

m²

1,673

0.65

1,087.45

6

Take up existing interlocking pavers and remove from site

m²

140

22.00

3,080.00

12

Take up existing tennis court bitumen pavement and remove
from site
Take up existing bark chip soft fall including timber log edging
and remove from site
Take down existing tennis court chainwire fence and remove
from site
Demolish existing tennis court viewing shelter and remove from
site
Dismantle existing playground equipment and remove from site

m²

900

18.00

16,200.00

m²

80

8.00

640.00

m

120

13.00

1,560.00

11
13
17
15

Item

500.00

Item

1,000.00

FT

18

No

1

75.00

75.00

No

3

100.00

300.00

20

Allowance for removal of trees and large shrubs where directed

PP

Paths and Pavements

106

m³

70

33.00

2,310.00

107

Earthworks to create mound for slides - use of stockpiled site
spoil
Final trim and grade to slide mound batter

m²

93

6.00

558.00

100

Box out for sand pit including stockpiling spoil on site for reuse

m²

28

15.00

420.00

73

Earthworks/box out for new paving including stockpile of spoil
on site for reuse
Plain concrete paving as secondary path including sub grade
preparation, base course and surface finish
Concrete unit pavers to BBQ area and adjacent sports courts
including sub grade preparation, base course and pavers
($60/m2 PC Sum supply)
Pavement to multi-use sports court including sub grade
preparation, base course, bitumen layer and tru-flex playing
surface
Soft fall pavement to playground area including sub grade
preparation, base course, underlay and soft fall surface
Bark chip soft fall layer to playground area including sub grade
preparation and loose bark chip layer
Petanque Piste pavement including sub grade preparation, base
course and fine quarry dust top layer
Sand to sand pit

m²

2,040

8.00

16,320.00

m²

710

110.00

78,100.00

m²

368

115.00

42,320.00

m²

414

105.00

43,470.00

m²

173

205.00

35,465.00

m²

316

15.00

4,740.00

m²

61

50.00

3,050.00

m²

28

19.00

532.00

77
99

101

102
103
104
105

R

19

Paths and Pavements

16563-1
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Item

750.00

Item

2,500.00

Item

1,000.00

Site Clearance

D

16

A

14

Dismantle existing bench seat including breaking up concrete
footings and remove from site
Dismantle existing picnic table including breaking up concrete
footings and remove from site
Allowance for removal of existing bin stands, bollards and
signage
Allowance for sundry demolition

$47,861.95

$227,285.00
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
E

STAGE 5 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

LA

Landscaping

61

Low level native planting bed including excavation, topsoil,
planting and mulch
Supply and plant lawn including deep rip of existing sub grade

m²

933

45.00

41,985.00

m²

1,124

16.00

17,984.00

Supply and plant dryland grass including deep rip of existing sub
grade
Supply and plant stand alone shrub including preparation works

m²

1,302

13.00

16,926.00

No

1

75.00

75.00

No

17

500.00

8,500.00

m²

1,124

14.00

15,736.00

79
70
60
58

Item

5,000.00

59

No allowance for irrigation to new native plantings

Note

Excl.

93

No allowance for works to 'Yurlowirra Garden'

80

69

No allowance for irrigation to new dryland grass

FT

97

Supply and plant stand alone semi-mature tree including
preparation works
Drip irrigation system to lawn including connection to existing
water supply
Allowance for sundry soft landscaping

Note

Excl.

Note

Excl.

Landscaping

FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

109

Supply and install proprietary park bench including concrete
footings and fixings
Supply and install picnic table including concrete footings and
fixings
Supply and install game board table and integral comfortable
seating including concrete footings and fixings
Supply and install electric BBQ including connections

$106,206.00
6

2,550.00

15,300.00

No

13

5,500.00

71,500.00

No

9

7,500.00

67,500.00

No

4

8,500.00

34,000.00

Supply and install bin enclosure including concrete footing assumed number
PVC mesh tennis fence 3.8m high including powder coated
black galvanised posts and concrete footings
Supply and install proprietary shelter including concrete footings
and fixings
Interactive sculptures as Public Art throughout works

No

4

2,000.00

8,000.00

m

84

155.00

13,020.00

No

2

15,000.00

30,000.00

No

8

1,000.00

8,000.00

No

2

7,500.00

15,000.00

117

Public Art wayfinding / interpretive signage at 'Gateway to
Adventure Playground' - PC Sum
Playground equipment to 'adventure playground' including slides
on mounding, spider web, hamster wheel, tire swing, sand
sorting table, balance beams, swings, disabled swing and
miscellaneous junior play equipment - PC Sum
Allowance for tennis net, basketball ring, etc to multi-use court

98

Allowance for sundry fitments and outdoor furniture

111
116
118
112
113
114
115

R

110

D

108

A

No

Item

500,000.00

Item

5,000.00

Item

15,000.00

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage
SE

Services

55

Allowance for water supply and connection to new Exeloo
facility - assumed available supply is located nearby
Allowance for sewer connection to new Exeloo facility assumed available supply is located nearby

56

16563-1
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$782,320.00
Item

3,000.00

Item

6,000.00
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
E

STAGE 5 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

119

Allowance for electrical connection to BBQ

Item

5,000.00

120

Allowance for lighting to multi-purpose court

Item

25,000.00

121

No allowance for stormwater drainage to multi-purpose court

Note

Excl.

122

No allowance for lighting to BBQ shelter

Note

Excl.

Services

Qty

Rate

Total

$39,000.00

OC

On-Costs

64

Contractors Preliminaries and Supervision

Item

110,000.00

66

Design Development Contingency

Item

135,000.00

67

Construction Contingency

Item

70,000.00
$315,000.00

STAGE 5

$1,517,672.95

D

R

A

FT

On-Costs

16563-1
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
F

STAGE 6

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

PP

Paths and Pavements

94

Allowance to formalise and extend existing carpark

Item

25,000.00

95

No allowance to upgrade existing stairs and ramp down to
Kingston Park
Paths and Pavements

Note

Excl.

FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

96

Allowance for interpretive and wayfinding signage linking car
park to Kingston Park
Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

$25,000.00
Item

$1,500.00
$26,500.00

D

R

A

FT

STAGE 6

1,500.00

16563-1
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
G

STAGE 7

Rates Current At June 2015

Description

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

SC

Site Clearance

1

m²

4,485

3.50

15,697.50

2

Take up existing groundcovers, plantings and vegetation and
dispose off site
Strip existing topsoil ready for new hard pavements

m²

779

0.65

506.35

6

Take up existing interlocking pavers and remove from site

m²

80

22.00

1,760.00

135

Demolish existing retaining wall approximately 1.2m high

m

106

95.00

10,070.00

10

m²

40

150.00

6,000.00

No

1

75.00

75.00

14

Demolish existing public toilets and remove debris from site
(asbestos risk)
Dismantle existing bench seat including breaking up concrete
footings and remove from site
Allowance for removal of existing bin stands, bollards and
signage
Allowance for sundry demolition

20

Allowance for removal of trees and large shrubs where directed

19

Item

500.00

Item

2,000.00

FT

15

Item

500.00

Site Clearance

$37,108.85

Paths and Pavements

131

Item

81

Major earthworks across east of Stage 7 to create design levels
for new retaining walls
Earthworks / box out for new concrete shared path including
stockpiling spoil on site for re-use
Earthworks/box out for new paving including stockpile of spoil
on site for reuse
Coloured concrete shared recreational path including sub grade
preparation, base course and surface finish
Plain concrete paving as secondary path including sub grade
preparation, base course and surface finish
Supply and install new concrete pram ramp including tactile
indicators
Allowance for upgrade of existing beach access point

36

No allowance for edging to new concrete path

Note

Excl.

46

Note

Excl.

123

No allowance for major earthworks to existing - assume shared
path design levels are similar to existing
No allowance for works to existing car park

Note

Excl.

127

No allowance for new footpath to Burnham Road

Note

Excl.

LA

Landscaping

57

Revegetate existing landscaping with native plantings (2-3
plants per sqm) - assumed tube stock or similar
Low level native planting bed including excavation, topsoil,
planting and mulch
Supply and plant lawn including deep rip of existing sub grade

m²

606

15.00

9,090.00

m²

1,779

45.00

80,055.00

m²

766

16.00

12,256.00

Supply and plant dryland grass including deep rip of existing sub
grade
Supply and plant stand alone semi-mature tree including
preparation works

m²

668

13.00

8,684.00

No

8

500.00

4,000.00

35
77
124

R

73

D

34

A

PP

50,000.00

m²

617

10.00

6,170.00

m²

162

8.00

1,296.00

m²

617

165.00

101,805.00

m²

162

110.00

17,820.00

No

1

1,150.00

1,150.00

No

1

2,500.00

2,500.00

Paths and Pavements

61
79
70
58
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$180,741.00
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Coast Park Kingston Park Precinct 7
Preliminary Design Estimate
Location Main Headings Item
G

STAGE 7 (continued)

Rates Current At June 2015

Description
80

Unit

Qty

Rate

Total

m²

766

14.00

10,724.00

m²

265

22.00

5,830.00

97

Drip irrigation system to lawn including connection to existing
water supply
Allowance to formalise natural swale including revegetation with
native plants
Allowance for sundry soft landscaping

Item

5,000.00

59

No allowance for irrigation to new native plantings

Note

Excl.

69

No allowance for irrigation to new dryland grass

Note

Excl.

128

Landscaping
FT

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

54

Supply and install single pan Exeloo facility

No

1

150,000.00

150,000.00

Allowance for galvanised steel or similar screen / graphics to
Exeloo facility
Supply and install proprietary park bench including concrete
footings and fixings
Retaining wall 1.5m high including concrete footings - assumed
concrete construction
Low height retaining wall / viewing platform including concrete
footings - assumed concrete construction
Interactive sculptures as Public Art throughout works

Item

15,000.00

83

Public Art wayfinding / interpretive signage at 'Gateway to
Kingston Park' - PC Sum
Significant Public Art sculpture to park entrance - PC Sum

Item
Item

50,000.00

125

Allowance for public Art to Marion Council connection point

Item

10,000.00

126

Allowance for interpretive signage to Marion Council connection
point
Allowance for sundry fitments and outdoor furniture

Item

750.00

Item

5,000.00

113
82

98

No

15,000.00
2

2,550.00

5,100.00

m

96

675.00

64,800.00

m

43

485.00

20,855.00

No

2

1,000.00

FT

129

A

130

R

109

D

134

$135,639.00

Furniture, Fencing, Equipment and Signage

2,000.00

$338,505.00

SE

Services

62

No allowance for lighting to shared use path

Note

Excl.

63

No allowance for stormwater drainage system to shared use
path
Services

Note

Excl.

OC

On-Costs

64

Contractors Preliminaries and Supervision

Item

65,000.00

65

Allowance for Traffic Management

Item

22,500.00

66

Design Development Contingency

Item

80,000.00

67

Construction Contingency

Item

40,000.00
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Excl.

On-Costs

$207,500.00

STAGE 7

$899,493.85
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Summary of Submissions received by 1/6/2015 - Internal and External Stakeholder working groups
No.

Submission

1.

Yvonne Bristow
Chief Operations
Officer
FreeSpirit Resort
& Holiday Park
Management









Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

Please relocate the toilets from the northern end
of the park- There are so many other more
appropriate sites for these toilets than in line with
the view of what will be some of our most
expensive accommodation units. This has already
been highlighted in Alistair’s response.
How can the interpretative centre be built so close
to the water- there is high water line that
prevented any building in the caravan park so
close to the water’s edge? Personally I think it will
look fantastic where it is positioned so I hope it is
possible. It will detract slightly from the southern
view for some of our cabins where it is positioned
but if the building is attractive then we can “live”
with that. (just being cheeky!)
The pathway to the hill- and the wombat crossingis also going to be a good thing to help direct
meandering pedestrians- this will be a safety
feature considering the traffic flow in and out of
the park- it will slow the passage of vehicles in to
the parking area also. I do hope that the pathway
to the very top of the hill is upgraded and as well.
And most importantly, as Alistair has statedplease do not encroach on the area in the caravan
park at the southern end- this park is already
small and for the council to keep it financially
viable it must retain these sites along the water’s
edge. They are unique and irreplaceable. Pulling
a caravan and reversing onto a site is not
something that can be done in a crowded spaceso please understand that by taking even a metre
of land could have serious adverse impacts on the
park

1



Concerns with location of northern
most exceloo toilet



Location of interpretative centre with
respect to sea level rise and Coast
protection. Acknowledge limited
coastal protection measures in front
of it. Will seek Coast Protection
comments. A minimum FFL of at
least 3.25 AHD, as per development
plan constraints mapping HoB/10
would be required.

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant
 Location was the most widely agreed
option during all of the initial stakeholder
engagement. Will ensure that concept
plan reflects that the nominated location is
‘one possible option’. Will conduct further
assessment of public toilet requirements
and consult with the wider community as
well.
 Will consult directly with Department of
Environment, Water and Natural
Resources (DEWNR) Coastal Planning
during formal consultation.

City Of Holdfast Bay Seacliff to Kingston Park – Precinct 7 Coast Park Draft Design 12 May 2015
Summary of Submissions received by 1/6/2015 - Internal and External Stakeholder working groups
No.

Submission

2.

Alistair
1
Mitchell
Senior
.
Operations &
Project
Development
Manager
FreeSpirit Resort
& Holiday Park
Management







Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

While it has been suggested that we may not
continue with the pool area and 3 bedroom cabins
this decision has not been formalised, but we
would suggest that a change to the width in the
shared path or moving the shared path into the
Caravan park boundary would have a detrimental
effect on those beachfront caravan sites, their
popularity, security and of course their earning
capacity. We would therefore voice a very strong
objection to the path moving any closer to the
park along the beachfront
As suggested by Trish we would prefer that the
public toilets are kept away from the SLSC and
the Caravan Park as this would again mean (a)
more digging which is a priority for us to minimise
soil disturbance (b) disturbing the view of the
newly installed Sea Breese Cabins. (c) Creating
more traffic at the base of the surf club and
around the parks boundary. The suggestion of
placing the toilet near the boat ramp makes sense
as this area is closer to the carpark and would
give the public easier and clear access. I also
understand after talking to the surf club that the
toilet issue is of great concern to them as the
public are using the internal toilets for the upstairs
restaurant as a public toilet and therefore coming
into club wet, covered in sand and also only
wearing swimmers. Which I am sure they are
having some health and safety concerns from this
activity.
I would like to point out that the interpretive centre
is actually place below the high water mark so an
investigation of survey drawings and heights
would need to be undertaken making sure this
structure is a minimum of 3 meters above the sea

2

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant



Clarifying location of pathway in
respect of caravan park ‘site’
boundary

 Will check GHD survey plan in that
location but there is technically no
formalized site boundary between the
edge of the Caravan Park and the dune
where the path is proposed to be located.
If path is extended further out towards the
beach, erosion problems could be an
enhanced issue. Consult further with
Caravan park operators and between
Council.



Concerns with location of northern
most exceloo toilet

 Location was the most widely agreed
option during all of the initial stakeholder
engagement. Will ensure that concept
plan reflects that the nominated location is
‘one possible option’. Will conduct further
assessment of public toilet requirements
and consult with the wider community as
well.



Location of interpretative centre with
respect to sea level rise and Coast
protection Acknowledge limited
coastal protection measures in front
of it but will seek a minimum FFL of

 Will consult directly with Department of
Environment, Water and Natural
Resources (DEWNR) Coastal Planning
during formal consultation.

City Of Holdfast Bay Seacliff to Kingston Park – Precinct 7 Coast Park Draft Design 12 May 2015
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No.

Submission







3. Kelly
2
Harding
Manager
.
Community
Development
City of Holdfast
Bay







Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

level. There were survey plans made which I am
sure would help find the required heights you
would need.
The Boardwalk seating areas are fantastic and we
applaud GHD for considering how many people
use this area at night to watch the sunsets. Will
seats be incorporated into this design or a blank
space so people can use their own seating
There seem to be a lack of distances and
markings shown on the plan showing setbacks
and dimensions, can measurements be
incorporated into the next draft please.
With regard to the caravan park boundary, the
intention was to use 2m high pool style powder
coasted fencing, that’s is the same that is located
at the northern access gate all the way along the
northern boundary don to the beach and also all
the way along the southern boundary from the
beach to the caravan park main entry gate. It does
show the post an rail fence in those locations so
that would need to change and could a description
or rendering of the intended post and rail fencing
be shown that will be along the beachside and
park boundary of the coastal walkway .
I question the Pentaque playing area. I know that
it has been mentioned previously but I question
the demand for this for the whole community.
What does the Adult activity node include??
I think it would be good to see a few more play
equipment pieces tailored at toddler/juniors given
the demographics of younger families in the area
and it’s a very popular spot for the toddler
(18months – 3 years) age group.
The multi – use court I don’t think needs to be full
size. I think a ¾ size would be sufficient and make

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

at least 3.25 AHD, as per
development plan constraints
mapping HoB/10. Will seek Coast
Protection comments.

3

 Will incorporate seating at various
locations and at the noes where possible.



Any seating proposed on the
boardwalk areas?



More details on the plans for the
sizes and locations of some
elements perhaps?



Wanting 2m high fencing on the
northern and southern boundaries of
the caravan park site



Justification for the Pentaque playing
area, ie may need to do a survey to
find out what is really required.
Check the Public and Open space
Strategy?

 Noted. Feedback has suggested that
two playing areas are too many. Reduce
to one with further open space and other
changes.



Clarification of play equipment aimed
at under 3 years



Size of multi-use courts to be

 Majority of play equipment is aimed at
this age bracket. Further details will be
provided in the accompanying report.
 Full size court enables multiple uses

 Still only a ‘concept plan’ and so having
this level of technical detail not
appropriate until the concept plan reaches
working/technical drawing level.
 Need to discuss the type of fencing
further with operator of Caravan park.
Further fencing details to be included on
the plans as well as the accompanying
report
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Submission

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues






sure its multi-use or a rage cage configuration
It would be good to do something different with
the swings. These tyre swings are everywhere
these days. Something like this would be great to
include, which we don’t have in the council area
http://www.kompan.com.au/playgroundequipment/swings/Five-Way-Swing-NAT906
This park will become very popular so I think the
toilet needs to be at least 2 pans, I also think you
will need more than 1 bbq
I really like the idea of the adventure play area
using the natural materials.

considered further


Perhaps consider a 5-way swing?



Greater number of toilet pans per
toilet sought



More than 1 BBQ needed

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

such as a tennis court, basketball court,
netball court. Will seek further feedback
during consultation.
 Further feedback on the various types of
play equipment is sought. Further details
will be provided in the accompanying
report.
 Will ensure that concept plan reflects
that the nominated location is one
possible option. Will conduct further
assessment of public toilet requirements
and preferences.
 Further BBQ’s will be incorporated into
the concept plan.

4. Jenni
3
Reynolds
Arts
.
& Cultural
Officer
City of Holdfast
Bay









Version 1 June 2015

With the loss of the overflow carpark and the
increase of expected visitation to the café,
interpretive centre and recreation space we need
to look at additional car parking
Kaurna have an issue with the proximity of the
current playground to the spring site and may
raise concerns about the placement of the flying
fox and spider web. It would be good to retain a
bit more open space to the south of the spring.
I question the need for a shade structure over the
amphitheatre as it may obscure the view of the
spring site from the interpretative centre / café
Additional BBQ needed preferably in another
location, so people can utilise the whole reserve
Ensure we use natural looking materials for play
equipment or create natural play spaces to
compliant the natural beauty of the space

4



Additional car parking may be
required. Perhaps identify location of
parking areas and spaces on the
plan. May need a traffic study



Separation distance of flying fox and
spider web to Tjilbruke Spring – may
need further input from Kaurna on
that aspect



Shade structure over amphitheater
may obscure views of spring site and
interpretative center



More than 1 BBQ needed

 Car parking has been given extensive
consideration by the consultant and their
traffic engineering division. Further details
will be provided in the accompanying
report. An independent traffic study may
need to be considered.
 Flying fox will be removed and greater
separation will provided to the spring site.
Will re-engage Kaurna during formal
consultation.
 This has been considered and
accompanying report and perspectives
may assist in conveying what is
envisaged for this structure.
 Further BBQ’s will be incorporated into

City Of Holdfast Bay Seacliff to Kingston Park – Precinct 7 Coast Park Draft Design 12 May 2015
Summary of Submissions received by 1/6/2015 - Internal and External Stakeholder working groups
No.

Submission

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues



Irrigating the lawn space around the spring may
“dig up” problems
I have counted 9 possible artworks,
sculpture/signage installations in the plan, I think
this might a bit of an overkill. We currently have
one sculpture in the Yurlo Wirra garden that will
be retained



Use nature-based materials for the
play equipment as much as possible



Avoid as much ground disturbance
work as much as possible –
concerned that irrigation works and
general trenching in this area need
to carefully considered.
May be too much art work?



5. Peter
5
Smith
Manager
.
Strategic
Projects and
Contracts
City of Holdfast
Bay



6. John
6
Perkins
Project
.
Manager
Infrastructure
Delivery
City of Holdfast
Bay



Version 1 June 2015







Need to define location at either end of park of
standard reserve signage (as per all other parks)
Part of the plan for stormwater within the Caravan
park calls up a GPT somewhere near the carpark
interpretive centre suggest this be a note so that it
can be incorporated into the flat area around here
and the aim was to also link the existing
stormwater pipe coming from near the pump
station into this GPT as well
It’s been suggested, but is the construction of the
shared path & associated infrastructure to be a
separate project & built before the
landscaped/interpretative reserve project?
The guidelines in the grant for the shared path
have indicated it to be 4m in width, is that the



5

Ensure start location and Council
reserve signage is included
Suggested a gross pollutant trap on
the plan so that it can be
incorporated into a stomwater
drainage plan

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

the concept plan.
 Nature-based materials and colours for
the play equipment will be used as much
as possible.
 Noted. There will need to be ground
disturbance to install play equipment,
BBQ’s, shelters, playing field,
kiosk/interpretative center and toilets.
However this will have to be carefully
managed and monitors used where
required. If artefacts or the like are
discovered, alternative locations or
changes to the plan may need to be made
 Art work will be coordinated and will be
done on budgetary constraints. It’s
possible that the amount of artwork may
be less than what is indicated on the
plans subject to funding. Further details
on this will be provided in the
accompanying report.
 This will be included on the site and will
be consistent with Council’s corporate
signage strategy for its reserves.
 A note can be placed on the plans for
this element to be considered further at
the detailed design / technical drawing
stage



Clarification sought on staging of the
project. This could be done in the
report with perhaps another visual
plan showing the staged areas?

 Noted. Staging will form part of this
project and either a plan or further details
in the accompanying report will explain
this in more detail



Previous plan showed pathway at

 Previous concept plan in 2011 showed
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intention where possible?
There may not be enough width to construct a
boardwalk/seating nodes where indicated, as has
occurred in previous sections of the shared path,
we could however organise for alternative
locations/designs
Will there be some details for the disabled access
point?
Is there any lighting or conduits for future lighting
to be included in the construction of the shared
path

7. Chris
7
Cavanagh
Corporate
.
Planning Officer
City of Holdfast
Bay



Ensure that play areas are shaded. This should
be built into the design from the outset, not
retrofitted at a more significant cost. This is one of
the most significant items that we receive
feedback on in the Strategic Plan.

8. Justin
8
Hensgen
Senior
.
Policy
Planner
City of Holdfast
Bay



I note that the existing carpark will now be
retained, which I think is important given the likely
increased demand we may see in the area for
access to new playground facilities, picnic areas,
and the proposed interpretive facilities. My
understanding as a result of earlier Aboriginal
surveys was that retention of the overflow carpark
was not supported by Kaurna (where artefacts
were discovered during surveys), but didn’t recall
that this extended to the main bitumised carpark
also. There redevelopment of the caravan park
has also precluded opportunities to gain additional

Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues






6

3m along the front of the Caravan
Park. May be possible to have 4m
width in sections in the Coastal
Reserve
Concerned about width of areas
allocated for the boardwalk nodes.
May need survey to verify the width
of this area to accommodate this.
Clarify locations and provide some
details for disabled access points
Perhaps include comments on plan
for provision of power supply and
water supply conduits



Discussion point previously.
Council’s objective is to ‘shade’ most
reserve play grounds.



Probably need a car parking survey.
Need to explore all options for car
parking along Burnham Road.

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

pathway at 3m in width along the front of
the Caravan Park. It may be possible to
have 4m width in sections in the Coastal
Reserve, although the majority of the path
is likely to be 3m in width.
 Noted. Will need to review this with
survey plan information and in
consultation with DEWNR Coastal
Planning during formal consultation
 Noted. Will ensure that these are clearly
noted on the plans as well as the access
points to the beach
 A note can be placed on the plans for
this element to be considered further at
the detailed design / technical drawing
stage
 Discussed at length with consultant and
site context is very different to that of
other coastal reserves. It’s a natural
amphitheater and a large number of trees
are to be retained which will provide
natural shade in the precinct. Will consult
further on this aspect.
 Car parking has been given extensive
consideration by the consultant and their
traffic engineering division. Further details
will be provided in the accompanying
report. An independent traffic study may
need to be considered.
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Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

car parking with the caravan park site itself.
However, I’m still wondering if there is some
opportunity for more indented parking
opportunities along Burnham Road (but note that
there is a fairly significant fall west of the road). If
we are not proposing additional car parking, then
would should be clear as to the constraints in
providing this as part of the consultation
documentation as I’m sure it will get raised as an
issue
I think the multi-use court facility is a much better
and more adaptable solution to retaining the
tennis courts, particularly given the recent
upgrade to the Kingston House courts and new
tennis facility being developed at Kauri Pde
Given the proposed location of the interpretive
centre directly adjacent the beach I think it would
be worth getting some idea of potential form/scale
of this building to address concerns of obscuring
views, etc. While this may be outside the scope of
GHD’s brief, I think it will be an important
consideration during consultation (and to develop
a 3D flythough if still desirable)
With regard to toilets, I think the proposed
facilities in the interpretive centre (assuming they
are designed in a way that they can remain open
after hours without impacting on the security of
the centre itself) are a reasonable solution
coupled with the smaller exeloo located at the
main pedestrian junction adjacent to the multi-use
courts/picnic areas. However, I’m not certain of
the need for the additional toilets adjacent to the
SLSC - ie. 3 toilets within 500m seems a little
excessive
Some further consideration should be made

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

 Noted. Multiuse court is to be full-size
and still be flexible to incorporate use as a
tennis court. Further details will be
provided on the plans and on the
accompanying report.

7



Some indicative built form elevation
information required for the
interpretative center will assist in
further assessment of this element in
the design. Beyond the scope of the
Project Brief generally.

 Noted. Further details of possible built
form ideas for the kiosk/interpretive center
to be provided in the accompanying
report.
 Noted. Option to explore this idea but
may still be outside the scope of the
project budget.



Perhaps too many toilets located
within the 500m length of the
precinct?

 Discussed at length with consultant and
will consult further with wider community
on the requirement for number of toilets
and locations in this precinct. It is noted
that if the northern most toilets were
removed, it would be approximately 800
metre walk to the closest public toilets at
Seacliff
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Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

regarding shading of the playgrounds to ensure
this isn’t an after-thought. Parents will no doubt be
conscious of sun exposure due to the coastal
location
I like the idea of informal game boards integrated
into public tables – these will need to be durable
however and I’d suggest that they may need to be
in 316 grade stainless steel (and hence may need
to be custom made) to deal with the coastal
elements rather than using a ‘buy off the shelf’
products that may not withstand local conditions
Reference to ‘Adult Activity Node’ should be
changed (this may conjure up some interesting
images in people’s minds!)
I quite like the concept of the Petanque courts
near the BBQ area as a point of interest for social
gatherings
In terms of design of the children’s playground
there are some good recent examples out there to
create spaces that respect the topography and
nature of the area and include a similar range of
equipment – a few that immediately come to mind
are the Orphanage Park playground at
Goodwood, Hazelwood Park at Burnside and the
recent playground on the Semaphore foreshore
(adjacent the kiosk and steam train terminus) –
but there are others
I think there is scope, however, to provide further
BBQ facilities with shelter in other locations of the
site to spread out activity – these types of spaces
often attract children’s birthday party gatherings,
etc and one BBQ may not be adequate
Given the proximity of the children’s playground to
the shared path, there may be some need to
consider some form of barrier/physical separation



Discussion point previously.
Council’s objective is to ‘shade’ most
reserve play grounds.



Consideration of durability of any
adult game board equipment



Perhaps use a different term to Adult
Activity Node – the existing toilets
down there already have this
connotation

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

 Discussed at length with consultant and
site context is very different to that of
other coastal reserves. It’s a natural
amphitheater and a large number of trees
are to be retained which will provide
natural shade in the precinct. Will consult
further on this aspect.
 Confirmation will be provided on either
the plans or the accompanying report
regarding material / durability of board
game equipment.

 Noted. Name will be changed on plans
and accompanying report.
 Noted. The playground equipment is
based on examples in Orphanage Park,
Bonython Park. Further details will be
provided in the accompanying report and
on the plans.




More than 1 BBQ needed

Barrier fencing of the playground
from the shared use path

 Noted. Further BBQ’s will be
incorporated into the concept plan.

 Noted. Fencing will be more clearly
delineated on the plans and also used to
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9. Sarah
9
Elding
Strategic
.
Planner Policy
City of Holdfast
Bay

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues



to prevent younger children strolling into the path
of cyclists
While a detailed design matter, good lighting will
be critical given the nature and range of activities
proposed for the coastal reserve.


separate the play area and the shared
used path.
 Noted. Lighting will be considered
further in the process.



Play spaces
 Play spaces (those for under 11’s) should be
ideally be fenced but in the very least separated
from the shared use path and water body by a
physical barrier (low level retaining wall
perhaps?). In addition this physical barrier also
protects children from wayward dogs and from
running onto the shared use path/into the water.
What type of softfall is envisaged? I imagine
rubber is preferable, apart for the sand play
facility. Shading should also be included.





Suggest:
 Consolidate items 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8 into one
large play space. Trees and other landscaping
can be used to differentiate between those items
for younger/older children. Having said this, most
items, can be used by a wide variety of ages.
 Use a physical barrier between the play space
(fencing should be higher than 4ft so as to avoid
children climbing over) and the shared use
path/water. There should also be separate access
and egress points.
 Incorporate seating and grassed area into the play
space for viewing/picnicking
 All proprietary items and some picnic areas (either
seating or grassed) to be under shade
 Shading of any play space should be mandatory –

Version 1 June 2015

Lighting consideration of park?

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

Barrier fencing of the playground
from the shared use path
Softfall for the playground, what’s
envisaged?
Discussion point previously.
Council’s objective is to ‘shade’ most
reserve play grounds.

Consider having a consolidated
playspace

 Noted. Fencing will be more clearly
delineated on the plans and also used to
separate the play area and the shared
used path.

 Noted. Will remove an internal pathway
and further consolidate the playspace

 Noted. Fencing will be more clearly
delineated on the plans and also used to
separate the play area and the shared
used path. Access points will be reviewed.

9



Incorporate seating and grassed
area into the play space area



Discussion point previously.
Council’s objective is to ‘shade’ most

 Noted. Further seating will be included.
 Noted. BBQ’s and some seating will be
under either made or natural shading
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General Summary of Issues



it is very difficult and expensive to retrofit and
should be a consideration at this stage
Consider a natural themed play space – be
cognisant of proprietary item colours

reserve play grounds. Use naturebased materials for the play
equipment as much as possible


Proprietary Items
 The items chosen are good a representation of
what is available but more variety is needed to
encourage creative play. In addition there are
some really innovative products on the market
which could be incorporated into this park.

Could use a variety of playground
equipment options available on the
market

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant
 Discussed at length with consultant and
site context is very different to that of
other coastal reserves. It’s a natural
amphitheater and a large number of trees
are to be retained which will provide
natural shade in the precinct. Will consult
further on this aspect.
 Noted. Various play equipment items
have been considered and this is still
open to further input and consultation.

Suggest:
 Include a playhouse/shop
 Expanding the sand/water play area
 Multi-spinner carousel/Spinner bowl
 5-way swing
 Birds nest swing
BBQ and Picnic Facilities
 The picnic facilities located near the shelter and
BBQ are too close together. Is it intended to have
multiple cooking stations within the BBQ shelter ie
2,3 or 4 hotplates so that multiple people can use
it at one time? This is a highly used park and its
facilities should reflect this. There is no BBQ
facility in the northern portion of the park.



Suggest:
 Disperse more picnic seating throughout the park
– suggest putting one within the (above) play
space area and another in the northern portion of
the park.
 Incorporate a BBQ facility in the northern portion
of the park.

Version 1 June 2015

Picnic facilities located too close to
the BBQ area. May need to consider
a large cooking station.

 Multiple BBQ hotplates are envisaged.
Additional BBQ and shelters proposed.

 Further seating will be provided and
additional BBQ facility as well. This will be
included on updated plans.
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General Summary of Issues

Internal Pathway
 The linkages off the shared use path are great.
However avoid using a path to dissect play space
nodes (refer to comment: play spaces).

Suggest:
 Remove the toilet from the surf club location or
alternatively remove the exeloo from the southern
portion of the park.
 Relocate the toilets from the rear of the
interpretive centre to the side of the building to
maximise passive surveillance and reduce risk of
entrapment.
Lighting
 Is there any intention to include pathway lighting?
I’m not sure if there is any along other sections of
the Coast park – perhaps not necessary. This is a
service level consideration.



Perhaps too many toilets located
within the 500m length of the
precinct?



Remove one of the toilets as an
option

 Noted. Discussed at length with
consultant and will consult further with
wider community on the requirement for
number of toilets and locations in this
precinct. It is noted that if the northern
most toilets were removed, it would be
approximately an 800 metre walk to the
closest public toilets at Seacliff



Relocate toilets from rear to side of
interpretative centre



Perhaps include comments on plan
for provision of power supply and
water supply conduits

 Noted. The design for the
kiosk/interpretative centre is generally
beyond the scope of this project but
further refinement is likely and provides
and indication of what the floor plan and
elevations could look like.
 Noted. Lighting will be considered
further in the process.



Carparking/Vehicular access off Burnham Road
 The wider access nominated as the maintenance
access off Burnham Road may need some
deterrents to stop non-maintenance vehicles from
driving onto the park. Burnham Road is quite

Version 1 June 2015

Consider avoiding using a pathway
to dissect a play space

 Noted. At least one or two of the
pathways will be removed and linkages
refined between playspaces. Will also
avoid dissecting the playspace.



Toilets
 The three toilets within 500m of each other
appears excessive. The location of the Exeloo in
the park is not ideal, however I am not sure where
else you would put this? Also the Exeloo in the
interpretive centre creates opportunity for
entrapment and does not have a high level of
passive surveillance.

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant
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Look to include bollards or gate to
reduce non-maintenance vehicles
accessing the park
Further exploration of indent parking
along Burnham Road

 Noted. There will be a gate or bollards
consistent with other reserves to control
access to maintenance vehicles. Car
parking has been given extensive
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General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

narrow and with on street parking, the
carriageway is reduced further. Has consideration
been given to indent parking along Burnham
Road?

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

consideration by the consultant and their
traffic engineering division. Further details
will be provided in the accompanying
report. An independent traffic study may
need to be considered.

Suggest:
 Installing removable bollards at this location to
stop vehicles driving along the path.
Power
 This space particularly the informal amphitheatre
could benefit and increase its usage if there was
power available. The open nature of this area
allows it to be used as an event space.



Perhaps include comments on plan
for provision of power supply



Location of rubbish bins on the plan



Entrance signage clearly delineated
on the plans

Suggest:
 Installing 3-phase power at a suitable location that
can be accessed externally ie access power box
or similar or power box on the southern side of the
interpretive centre.
Bins


Are there any bins to be installed along the shared
use path?

Entrance Signage
 Will there be any entrance signage included in the
design?
10. Robert de Zeeuw
Project Manager
City of Holdfast
Bay

Version 1 June 2015




 Noted. Bins will be indicated on the
plans more clearly.
 Entrance and art work / signage will
feature with further details / examples to
be provided.
 Staging will form part of this project and
either a plan or further details in the
accompanying report will explain this in
more detail
 Discussed at length with consultant and

Staging of the plan. May need a plan that makes
the various staging components clear, or at least
mentioned in the accompanying report
Agree with some feedback that maybe one too
many toilet blocks?
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11. George Hadji
Coastal
Research
Engineer
DEWNR

12. David Bagshaw
on behalf of the
Marino
Residents
Association



Timber decking nodes, perhaps make these a
little more pronounced like the Charles Sturt
examples provided to consultant
Inclusion of more showers, drinking fountain and
bin points.
Retaining walls / level difference at section of park
adjacent Burnham Road (rear part)?


Could you please add on the ALB Pits &
Discharge Outlets, Council (S Hodge) has CAD
plans.

This information was layered on the
concept plan.

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

will consult further with wider community
on the requirement for number of toilets
and location in this precinct. It is noted
that if the northern most toilets were
removed, it would be approximately an
800 metre walk to the closest public toilets
at Seacliff
 Further showers, drinking fountains and
rubbish bins will be provided.
 Noted. Will ensure that this information
still remain on the plan. Will ensure that
this is clear when sent to DEWNR for
agency consultation..

DS16 is in front of your new Interpretive centre
and shouldn’t pose a problem, however











Version 1 June 2015

General Comments – Project Manager

General Summary of Issues

DS15 is south of the Seacliff SLSC near the
proposed access point and may pose a problem
Overall the proposal was well received subject to
the issues note on the attached schedule and a
better understanding on the details and
background basis of decisions. The headline
issues are:

 Access to the ALB pipeline was a major
factor in having pavers of some type
compared with decking. Will consider this
further during formal consultation.
 Car parking has been given extensive
consideration by the consultant and their
traffic engineering division. Further details
will be provided in the accompanying
report. An independent traffic study may
need to be considered.
 Amount of playground equipment has
been reduced and more open space
reinstated.
 Discussed at length with consultant and
will consult further with wider community
on the requirement for number of toilets in
this precinct. It is noted that if the northern

Detrimental impact of the proposed path on the
dunes in front of Tourist Park
Lack of car parking
Dominance of the playground element and
concern over the amount of passive usable
grassed space
Incorrect location of the northern Loo
Loss of tennis courts?
Lack of detail on Burnham road section
Lack of beach access/viewing nodes?
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General Summary of Issues

Actions - – Project Manager/ Consultant

most toilets were removed, it would be
approximately an 800 metre walk to the
closest public toilets at Seacliff
 Loss of tennis court noted. Multipurpose space allows a variety of uses
and therefore audiences. Council’s Open
Space and Public Realm Strategy
identifies an oversupply of tennis courts in
the Council area, and this area specifically
has 16 courts including the subject courts
within a 900m radius (there are two resurfaced courts 350m away at Kingston
House and another twelve courts being
rebuilt at Kauri Parade 850m away).
This accounts for 30% of the total of
tennis courts throughout the Council area.
Additionally, the report identifies an
increased population in 2026 to around
40,000 people would only require a total
of 26 courts in the Council area.
Therefore other sporting / recreational
facilities should be considered for this
reserve. Will consult wider community on
this aspect
 Noted. Further details on this section of
Burnham road should be provided in the
amended plan
 Noted. An oversight occurred on the
plan where some of the existing access
points to the beach were not identified /
shown as to be retained. This will be
rectified on the amended plan.

Version 1 June 2015
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Marino Residents Association Community Feedback on the redevelopment of
the Kingston Park Foreshore, April 2015
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